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Editorial

NOVEMBER 1951 * Vol XIX No 11

PRODUCT'ION MA'NAGER

RONALD BISHOP

THERE was one aspect of the National Competition which we thought might
have been organised differently and in a way which would have been at
the same time- fairer and a better test of the pilots' practical meteorological

knowledge. We refer to the order and times of starting of each individual pilot.
The method adopted was one by which lots were drawn on the first day

and the list established was then rotated so that the later starters on the early
days were the early starters on the last day and vice-versa. This meant, to take
the last day for example. that the good conditions which obtained when Deane
Drummond made his dashing out-and-return flight. had ceased before • Steve •
could get back. But then • Steve ' did not start for an hour or so until Deane
Drummond had returned.

In Sweden, at the International Contests at Orebro in 1950, the time of
starting was left entirely to the pilot. It is true that there were half-a-dozen
tow-planes and less than thirty machines, whereas at Camphill there were at most
three winches but it was claimed that these could have been organised to an
average of twenty launches an hour or one every three minutes.

On one occasion at Orebro when a speed flight was announced. whereas
Sigbert Maurer dashed off at 11 a.m, and took the first launch shortly after, Paul
MacCready delayed his start until after 2 p.m. when he judged that conditions
would be at their best. In fact his reading was right and he. easily won the speed
contest for the day with a speed of 83.8 km.p.h. The journey of 91 kms. took
him a little over an hour, but Maurer took just under two hours. In fact it
appeared that the conditions were even better later on in the afternoon when
all the competitors were on their way home by road.

It must be clear from the above what we have in mind, and we hope that
throughout the world future competitions will be organised after this ·fashion.
After all a sport which depends upon meteorology for its existence should offer
most scope to those com petitors who understand it best.

If this Idea and the skill necessary to accomplish it can be developed,
together with the expertise in best air speeds, the time will arrive when Instead
of giving marks for height in cross-countries, marks may be deducted for excess
of height above an average. .

When high performance soaring reaches this stage it would appear that so
far as competitions go, the limit in skill will have been reached. Because these
two conditions will obtain even when the most difficult of tasks, that is, a Triangular
Course Contest is attempted.

It 'seems to us that the tendencies requ,ired for these performances are
already in existence and in foreseeable competitions in the next three years
there may be tasks and organisation on these lines.

It may not be possible to adopt these ideas except that of the time of
starting for the Spanish Meeting next year, but. these ideas must surely be con
siderecl for 1953.

We hear that Philip Wills has spent some time in Spain spying out the land,
and in view of the fewness of roads round Monflorite and the lack of telephones,
has raised the query as to whether the competition would not be difficult to
organise in that area. An alternative venue has been suggested near Madrid, and
this is under consideration by the Spanish Authorities. lorne Welch has also
spent some time in Huesca where he was a guest of the Commandant but in the
space of ten or eleven days only managed to get some five hours soaring. He reports
that the $cl1oo.1 is well equipped, but almost all of the flying is pupil-flying. Being
some twenty-five miles or so south of the Pyrenees the site coufd offer facilities
for Wave Flights in winds from the north, but the hazards of forced landings in
the precipitous Pyrenees Valleys may make it necessary to prohibit any soaring
over them.

The development of air-to-ground radio on a scale necessary to be
completely serviceable is now within sight and it is to be hoped that the British
Team will be not only equipped, but experienced in its use before the date of the
competition. This would solve the problem of language to a large extent and of
the lack of telephones. There are other problems in relation to the supposed
visit of the British Team to Spain to be solved, not least that of finance, in which
we hope the B.G.A. will be better advised than they were last year, No one yet
has asked Sailplane's help.
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Germany's First Post-war Sailplane .

, DOPPELRAAB
,

J\. New Design By FRITZ RAAB

Simple-Chearr-Intermediate

THE' DOPPELRAAB' is meant to be a simple
and cheap intermediate sailplane of small

dimensions and great ease of handling.. Perfonnance
is intended to correspond to that of the ' Baby'
class; the handling qualities are to be suitable for
training purposes. The designer had in mind to
create a handy, manageable trainer which can be
flown as a two-seater, but has all the advantages of
a single-seater, especially where the cost is concerned.

attach the dismantled parts quickly and safely to
the fuselage. FUI·ther advantages are shll'diness and
ease of handling on the ground. Other iactors that
contribute to the utility are good visibility. for the
pilots, favourable arrangements for instruction,
simple maintenance, good accessibility to all parts
which have to be inspected freqllently, and a great
number of apparently unimportant points.

All these considerations, together with the rich
practical experience of an expert, led to the design
01 the' Doppelraab.'

Prototype of the' Doppelraab ' which appeared at the Wasserkuppe Meeting af the Rhohn in August

Fritz Raab took special care to facilitate the
building of the aircraft by groups of amateurs. The
former strength regulations have been complied with,
so that safety in the air is guaranteed. Georg Kalltz
who is on the baining sub-committee of the German
Aero-CIl1{) (D.Ae.C.), worked out the requirements
for such a two-seater from the instructor's point of
view. A fmther aim in design was ' the sailplane
of the greatest utility.'

UTILITY QUALITIES
There are various points which make up the

utility of a glider. Performance and handling
properties should -cover the full range from ab-initio
training up to advanced soaring. The utility is
increased by moderate dimensions and simple rigging
which can be done in two or three mimltes by only
a few people without tooJs, and which dOes not
involve detaCHable parts. It should be possible to

CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS
Tlle front part 01 the fuselage consists of a nacelle

m.ade of steel tubing. There is enough room behind
the cockpit for a ' pillion.' The ad] ustable seat of a
motor-cycle llrlay be used for this purpose. The
second !pilot kneels on paddings and has sufficient
freedom of movement to work the stick, release, and
hrakes over the shoulders of the man in front. His
feet point backward and rest on pedals which are
connected with the rudder-pedals of the front seat..
For passenger flights these dual pedals can be dis
connected. The second pilot's view is extremely
good; the perspex hood extends as far back as the
main spar.

INSTRUCTION VALUES
From the second seat the instructor can supervise

his pupil very well, since he can see all his m<'lvements.
The pupil, on the other hand, knows whether- he
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• has got her' or whether the instructor is interfering.
The communication between the two pilob, is, of
course, excellent. This new arrangement-the patent
has been applied for-allows the concentration of the
loading neal' the centre of gmvity. The moment of
inertia is thus kept small about all axes, The second
pilot is located exactly in the centre of gravity so
that there is no change in trim when the aircraft is
flown solo.

A single landing wheel is provided to assist
launching, landing and retrieving.

The tail end of the fuselage is a simple wooden
·structure of triangular section and consists of light
bulkheads and three longerons covered with plywood.
Rudder and tailplane are also made of wood. On
derigging, the two halves of the tailplane are folded
up against the rudder which always remains con
nected up.

SIMPLIFIED RIGGINIG

The struts are fixed to the fuselage by Illeans of
universal joints and to the wings by special bearings.
These strut. can be turned in order to increase the
drag. and replace the usual type of brakes in the
wings with all their fittings. 'Ibis simplifies rigging,
because the struts are folded up alongside the fuselage
and there are no rods to be connected up to air-brakes.

The wings are of. single-spar. wooden construction.
the differential ailerons being operated by cables and

push-rods and the roof-fittings are shaped like
handgrips in order to speed up rigging. The fittings
are arranged in such a way that the wings cannot be
rem-oved unless the ailerons have been disconnected.
Space in the nose between ribs 1 and 2 can be used
for luggage. The dismantled wings rest on small
blocks which also hold the undercarriage. If the
wheels are kept in the fuselage the aircraft can be
made roadworthy by using accessories only. which
are carried on board. Three people are required to
rig the sailplane in three m.inutes.

The variety of m.aterials has been greatly limited
in order to facilitate the supply for amateur builders.
In cases whel'e more difficult elements could not be
avoided, detailed descriptions of the m.anufacture are
given with the drawing" which will be available after
the test flights of the prototype Il<we been com
pleted. Drawillgs can be understood by the ordinary
tradesman and are well provided with text and
illustrations.

TECHNICAL DATA

Span. 42 ft.; Length. 22 ft.; Width of the
fuselage, 24.5 inches; Wing area, 188 sq. ft.; Aspect
ratio. 1 in 9; Weight empty. 330 lb.; Weight
loaded. 704 lb.; Wing loading. flown solo, 2.6
Ib./sq. ft.; flown as a two-seater, 3.7 lb./sq. ft.
Gliding angle. 1 in 18; Sinking speed. 3.1 ft./sec.

By kino permission of ' AERO'
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The Design of Sailplanes
for· High Performance
An Analysis of the Basic Requirements for
Maximum Performance in Thermal Soaring

By K. G. Wilkinsont B.Se., D.I.C., A.F.R.Ae.S.

Part 11

2.3 Comments on the Drag Polars
Amongst sailplanes with more conventional con

figurations, it is Qf interest that the most nealcly linear
relationship is shown by those with the highly cambered
sections (Fafnir, Sperber Jr., Bussard, Prasident); as
would be expected, these also tend to show the highest
maximum lift coefficient although it is, even so, surpris
ing to find values of nearly I· 6 (Sperber Jr., Fafnir).
The poor performance of the N.A.C.A. sections on the
D.30 above CL = I .0 is noteworthy, The moderately
cambered sections (on Meise, Weihe and Go 3 show a
less drastic collapse at CL = I '0, but the increased slope
of the drag curve around this value shows that a partial
flow breakdown has occurred, as would be anticipated
from the two-dimensional data for a similar section
in Ref. 1. It is of interest that the lift coefficient for
maximum glide ratio never exceeds the lift coefficient
at which the slope of the CD-CL21ine starts to increase.

2.4 Analysis of Flight Test Data and Comparison
Between Observed and Estimated Profile Drag

In analysing these flight test results, it has been
chosen to deal with the linear part of the curves of
FIG. 4 (lying generally between CL =0'2-1'0) and to
resolve the slope and intercept with the CL axis into
values of CDz and K given by the usual appwximation

to the drag of an aircraft:
KCL2

CD=CDz+ 7TA

CDz converted into the equivalent D109 (lb. at lOO f.p.s.)

has been compared with estimated skin friction form
drag in FIG. 5 (for reference numbers see TABLE 11).

Estimation has been based on R.Ae.S. Data Sheets,
using Reynold's number equivalent to flight at CL =0' 2,
with transition at 20 per cent of wing chord from
the leading edge and nose transition for fuselages.
Appropriate wing thickness or fuselage length/diameter
ratios have been taken. A 10 per cent allowance has
been made in all cases to deal with drag increases due
to control gaps; leaks and imperfect surfaces-elfects
not susceptible to precise estimation.

There is some evidence that transition on wings may
in fact be somewhat farther back than 20 per cent;
experiments at the Surrey Gliding Club on an Olympia

REfoERENCES TO LITERATURE
(I) Loften and Smilh. Aerodynamic Charncl.ristic. of 15 N.A.C.A.

Airfoil Sections at Seven Reynolds Numbers from 0·7 x .10' ,to 9· 0 x 10'.
N.A.C.A. Tech. Note No. 194', October 1949.

(2) Loften and Bursoall. The Effects of Voriations in Reynolds
Number belween 3·0)( 10' ond 25)( 10' upon the Aerodynamic
Characterislics or • Number or N.A.c.A. 6oSerie. Airroil Sections.
N.A.C.A. Tech. Note No. 1773, 1948.

(3) Abbott, Docnhoff and Slivers. Summary ofAirfoil Data. N.A.C.A'.
Rep. 824, 1945,

(4) W. Spitger. Flugteistungsmessungen an verschiedenen Segel
flugzeugen. Jahrbllch <ler Deurschm Luflfahrrforsclllmg. Bd. 1 S 293. 1937.
(N.B. Data from this reference was reproduced !n the JOImral of the
Royal Acrol/olllienl Society for August 1948 in an article by B. S.
Shenstone.) .

(S) w. Spilger. Weitere Flugleistungsmessungen an Segelflugzeugen.
Jahrbueh <ler deutseMI/ LiftfolrrtforscllllJlg, 1938.

(6) Hans acher. Ergebnisse der Leistungsmes.ung und Flugeigen
schaftspriifung Jes Segelflugzeuges 030 'Cirrus'. Mil/eilulIgea tier FllIg
ree/misehea Fachgruppea lUllI Arbeitgemeil/schllflell Folge 6/Sept. 1944.

(7) Flllf(Z,ug T)'{xmbuch, 1944.

19~5;. Or Karl O. Lange. Thermals al low altitudes. SOIJril/g. Sept.-Oct.

(English built Meise) hive shown that laminar flow
probably extends back to the spar (30 per cent of
chord), which is near the maximum thickness point at
the wing root. These tests were carried out during
calm evening conditions when a fine dew deposit was
forming on the wings; the sailplane was launched by
winch and flown as nearly as possible at the airspeed
for best gliding angle until landing. Inspection showed
that the dew had evaporated in ,the turbulent region.
Several characteristic transition 'wedges' of dried wing
had thelr apex at specks on the smooth ply-covered
front of the wing, and aft of the spal' the whole wing
was dry. The assumption of uniform 20 per cent transi
tion may therefore be conservative for this type of
section.

FIG. 5 shows a progressive improvement in cleanness
of design since 1931. Designs 2 to 6 (1933-5) are
under-estimated by 15-40 per cent by the straightforward
method of estimation used: designs 7-14 (1936-9) are
under-estimated by 0-17 per cent. No. 15 is apparently
over-estimated and No. 16 seems to have slipped back
somewhat. It is not proposed to speculate on these
results at length. One important fact may be noted,
however; that is the apparently efficiency of the high
wing designs Meise, Weihe and D30. It appears that
these sacrifice nothing significant in performance relative
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TABLE I
PRINCIPAL DATA FOR SAILPLANES WHiCH HAVE BUN PERFORMANCE TESTED

245

Type

Fal~. ..
Bussard ..
Prisident •.
Fafnir JI ••
5perber ..
Kranich ..
Sperber Senior ..
Sperber Junior ..
Go3 .,
Meise ..
Olympia ..
Weihe "
0.30 •.
H.IV •.

.Reiher ..
GuJlIV •.

SPan
(ft.)

43 '3
47·0
52·5
62'3
50·0
59·]
52·6
51·2
55·8
49-2
49·2
59·0
66'0
66·3
62'5
5(}'0

Aspect
Ratio

9·8
14·6
14·0
20·3
15·2
14'3
15·8
IS,'
15·2
IS
15
17·8
33·5
21·5
18'6
15·63

, T",t flyinr I
Weight

I (lb.)

: 596
530
597

1 843
632
795

I 642
618
735
497
630
759
636
720
726
656

Win, Section
(Root/Tip)

RRG
Go535
RRG 13
DFS
Go535/Go409
Go535
Go757/Go676
Go535/Go409
Go68I/Go693
Go549/Go67'

Go549/M12
NACA 2414/4412
Reflexed
Go549;676

Yeor

1931
1933
1933
1934
1934
1935
1936
1936
1936
1938

1938
1938
1939

1946

Other FeatureJ

Parasol. strutted. swept~back win,
Hic:h wine, open cockpit. cantilever

High" :: :: :: :: ::
(British built Meise)
Hi&h wine. enclosed cOckpit. cantilever

.. .. pod ilnd boom (uselace
Taille,ss, prone pilot position
Mid wine. flush canopy. cantilever
HiJh wine. endosed cockpit. cantilever

Notes:
(I) • In the Cilse of the Rei her. actual flicht test points were not civen, data. beinc published as a faired curve--c.he reliability is thererore not known.
(2) Test fli,ht wei£"hts eiven above do not always a:ree with weights quoted for standard aircraft.

to th~ mi.d or s.houlder wing designsl Sperber Jr. and
Fafolr (wIth theLf elaborate fillets or wmg-body growths)
although the gain in structural simplicity is great.

2.~ Comparison Between Observed and Ideal Induced
Drag

The induced drag factor K has to cover several
compHcations of which the most immediately obvious
is the departure of load grading from elfiptical; most
sailplanes have straight tapered twisted wings which
might be expected on theoretical grounds to produce
a K of about I ,05. [n addition to t·his, the decrease in
Reynold's number between steady flight at CL=0'2
and CL = 1·0 will, assuming constant transition, account
for an increase in profile drag of about 10 per cent in
a typical case. The change of velocity distribution will
also produce fonu drag and skin friction changes which,
in the absence of special accounting in calculation of
profile drag, will appear in K when analysing flight data.
This effect will vary with the design lift coefficient of
the section; reference to the two dimensional data of
Ref. I will show that with a low design lift coefficient
(e.g 23012), K may suffer an apparent increase of
20 per cent between CL =O·2 and 0·8 and over 30 per

TABLE 11
INDUCED I)RAG EFFICIENCY 'FACTOR

K
------,Ref. No. Type High Mid or I(fir. 5)

Wing Sho~lder Special Caterory
Wing

10 Meise 1·18
2 Bussard 1·28
3 Prasi'dent 1·15

13 0.30 1·10
16 Gull IV 1·13
12 Weihe 1·04
11 Olympia 1·20
8 Gi; 3 ',10
4 Fafnir 11 1·22
6 Sperber Senior 1·34
5 Sperber 1·24
7 Sperb", Junior "33

IS Reiher 1·24
9 Kranich 1·20
I Fal~e 0·83 (Parasol layout

with sweptand

1 H.IV

highly twisted

14
wine)

1·45 (Tailless)

I Avef'il£"e 1·15 I 1·24

cent between CL=O'2 and CL=I'O, whereas with a
moderate design lift coefficient (4412) the increase is
negligible up to CL=O'8 and 20 per cent up to CL=I·O.
In dealing with moderately cambered sections at lift
coefficients less than 1·0 it is clear that K = 1. 15 can be
confidently expected with values increasing up to 1·35
or more for sections with low camber.

Turning now to the sailplane drag polars we find
the following values of K hold for that portion of the
drag curve between CL =0·2 and the value for max. LID,
which as we noted earlier is the straight part of the
curve in FIG. 4.

On this assessment it appears that the high wing
lay.out has a clear superiority. The .high value of K
for the Horten IV is almost certamly due to the
increase of profile drag of the elevons with CL (they are
deflected up to trim at high lift) and to the development
of thick boundary layers at the wing tips.

To summarize the most important conclusions so far:
(I) Profile drag is likely to be estimated to within

15 percent of the attained figure for well-designed
modern types of sailplane using conventional
methods for calculating component drags.

(2) For moderately cambered sections (Go 549,
N.A.C.A. 4415) lift coefficients approaching
unity may be used without appreciable flow
breakdown or increase in profile drag. Indeed
up to this limit, the relationship between total CD
and CL

2 is sensibly linear and can be estimated
with sufficient accuracy for normal wings by
applying a factor 1· 15 to the theoretical 'elliptic'
induced drag to arrive at the slope of the line.

(3) A high wing layout is not noticeably inferior in
profile drag to the most carefully designed mid
or shoulder wing configuration and has a distinct
advantage in the matter of induced drag efficiency
factor K. This may have nothing to. do with
induced drag but could conceivably arise from
reduced interference between wing root and
fuselage.

3. ESTIMATION OF STRUcrURE WEIGHTS
3.1 Objectives

Having found a method of estimating aerodynamic
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F.i,. l.-Maximurn
lift characteristics
.over a range of
Reynolds Num
bers from low
turbulence tunnel

tests

performance which is both simple and in good agree
ment with observed results, we have now to see whether
structure weight is amenable to simple genercalized
representation. If this can be done ,it will be possible
to describe the overall performance of sailplanes by
simple relationships which lend themselves to analytical
treatment.

A cursory inspection of past design act,ivjty shows
wide difference in taste in such matters as the use of
cantilever or strutted layout, taper ratio, wing thickness,
span, method of construction and so forth. Most lay~

outs for high performance sailplanes now incorporate a
straight taperedcantiley,er wing with root ,thickness
ratio about 15 per cent and about 3: I taper ratio:
this sacrifices little in aerodynamic efficiency compared
with the optimum, lends itself to easy lofting and
production, and has good structural efficiency. There.
remains a considerabl'e possible variation in desi,gn load
factor; structuraL method and material. In considering
performance trends it is not satisfactory to fix the last
two variables since Larger spans will tend in the nature
of things to bring with them more developed structural
methods and possibly different materials (such as light

alloy for wing spars). Such aircraft are expensive
projects and it is reasonable to assume that a designer
aiming for a larger and more specialized type will be
prepared to take more care with structure design. At
any rate, this has been so in the past.

From this argument it follows that estimation of
structure weight trends should not be based on an
assumption of structural similarity without examining
past designs to see whether the assumption is justified.
There are certain helpful aspects to such a study: for
exampLe, there is little variation in the payload-a
single-seater is ,always designed to carry pilot plus
parachute and a strictly limited range of equipment,
contrasting with the great variety of arbitrary rlXluire
ments for a powered aircraft. It is therefore possible
to compare quite a large number of past designs on It
common basis. Points of difficulty arise in the absence
of complete data, in most cases, on such important
things as design factors and maximum speeds, which
have an important influence on structure weight.

In what follows, avaifable data (Ref. 7 and various
soaring magazines) is examined for single- and two
seater sailplanes and the trends compared with results
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Fig. 4.-Coefflcients
for ten sailplanes
measured In night
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expected on the assumption of similarity of structure.

3.2 Statistical Analysis of Equipped Weight
Principal data have been published for a large

number of single-seat sailplanes. In TABLE III a selection
has been made of 67 cantilever designs for medium or
high performance. Span and aspect ratio are the oply
independent variables for which data are available in
all cases, so the analysis has been made in the first
place to show their influence on equipped weight.

It is first assumed that the relationship between the
variables is of the form:

W.=k1 +k2b"+k3Ab (b = Span, A = Aspect
ratio)................ (I)

The form of the term in A is chosen to give approxi
mately the correct variation of influence with size.
k~ may be looked (In as a partial differential coefficient
With respect to aspect ratio, the analysis establishing a
best mean value over the range covered in the sample..
It is the object 0 the analysis to discover whether k 3
is significant; provided thal the coefficient is small the
exact form of the assumed relationship is not vitally
important.

Values.of n varying between I and 2 could be argued
on theoretical grounds so it has been thought advisable
to try both these indices and determine whether one
gives a significantly better fit than the other.

The determination of the best values of kl> k2 and k 3
follows by the standard methods of regression analysis.
Results of the calculation are given in the following
tabulation. The summation sign b denotes summation
relative to the mean value of the three quantities W.,
A and b.

o

So t-----t-----1-------::M-r--;--:l~

~ 1----+----(;'

,

I

.301-----+-~''___;,<--7f___:_,,<.......--t----_j

20 L------.:2"-o------:30'--------'40----~50

IJ... L& (ES T..... rE.)

Fi,. 5.-Comparison between
measured and estimated form
drag, showing aerodynamic
cleanness (kef to numbering

is In Table 11)
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n=1 n~2

The variance ratio between A and fhe residual is:

Elb")' I E(Ab)' EWe' IEbn(Ab) In"We E(Ab)We

n= I .. .. 3.940'0315.957.565 686,960 1112,120 138,860'9 908,174
n=2 3.37]'67 5,957,565 686,960·107,201 36,642·9 908,~74

xla' x'IO' xlO'

507
~]O

357
]M
375
353
~19

525
595
3M
309
3~2
~30
~30

375
313
562
H~

]75
36~

386
159
397
503
386
~72

156
)~Q

2~7

2~3
320
]5]
287
3]1
199
+41
302
395
21:8
218
251
~16

~27

~05

317
~32

328
]72
532
122
199
]58
510
185
210
220
]04
399
J~2

~64

~]O

]601
287
309,
~30
~70,

550

£q. Wt.
lb.A.R.

IS
17·7
17·6
1~'6

16·8
15·0
I~'I

18·6
19·0
I~'~
20"5
IT·S
16
15·1
15'9
21·9
2]·2
15·6
22·5
17·~

3]·~

12'6
17·1
15'2
16
1'5·~

I~

18
18·2
13· 3
16,0
16·9
19
19·5
8·3

18·0
1],6
18·6
1l·5
19
15,,7
16
16
18
21
19
15·5
16· I
17'6
7·9

10·7
12·9
15·8
17·3
18
15·5
15·2
16·5
16·5
15'6
15·0
16
10·9
11'~

I~'I

15·7
16·0

likelihood Qf the ~uare law being more appropriate
than the linear law is therefore much less than the
likelihood that the aspect ratio effect is real. We can
say that the a¥ailable evidence does not favour the
square law significantly. The reason that we can reach
no fiJ'm conelusion In this. matter is due to the fact
that the bulk of the cases available for study cluster
around the mean span of 50 ft, To establish fl with any
certainty we should need more examples of very small
and very large span sailplanes.

'!'ABLE III

DAl'A FOR SI'NGLE-SEA1f CANT,ILEVER MED:IUM AND
HIGH.PERFORMANCE SAILPJ:.AliIES

TAe final part of K. G. Wilkir,son'8 article, will appear in
t!le December ;88I1e. It i., reprinteD, by kind perm':88'ion of
'Aireraft Enginuring'

'

Span
ft·

----~:---!J--I
Condor III 56· 6
Weihe 59·0
Rhonsperber 50· 2
Rhonbussard <46,9
Rhonadler 57· I

~:I.T!~~. ~n
Reiher 62·3
Falnir 11 62· 3
BB ~9·2

B5 ~9'2
M ~·5
ClI 52·5
Mu I] 52·5
Mu I]d 52·5
fVA lOb .. I 52,'5
fVAl1 59
fVA I] ~9'2

AFH ~ ~9'2

,AFH 10 ~9'2

030 65·6
D28b 36'~

fAB] 52·5
Gal 55·9
Go« IV 52·5
Mowe 52·7
Helio. ~6

Schwalbe 11 52· 5
H2811l +4.]
Kolibri B 39·~

EW 3 ~9·8
Mu 17 ~9'2
fl-D 5~'5

fS-16 51·7
FS-17 32·8
FSI9a '59·1
Orlik ~7';1.

PWS 101 62'3
5 18T ~3·7

. Spyrlll 52·5
Moswe~ 11 ~5']

Tu'lak GC 52·5
Ouh. Ii 52· 5
VSI'>l5 59· I
Hjord is 50·9,
KinllKi.e 51'1
Adan.e 52·5
AL/J ~9'1
Air 100 59·1
PH 29 25·5
PH ]] 36
12] ~3·9

~~~~f60 ~~
Ro.. R.nller ~~.7
W'anderlust 3...
Moswey III ~6

Spyr IV H
S 19111 ~6'6

Gull IV 50
Lunak ~5'9
Zlin 75 (Sokaj) ~9· I
Zlin 2-4 (Krajanck) 39·8
Elfe 11 52
WLM I ~5'9

1-21 51
SO-PI 52·5

O·I~O

-·100
11·85
-·070

Sums

I
Degrees Mean

Sourrce of' V~rian(e 01' 01 Squares
Squares freed'om

Explained by b 383,000

1

38],000
Explained by A ,12,500 12,500
Explained by b and A together ]95.500
Residual 291.~60 64 ~,550

Total 686,960 I

12,500 =2,75
4,550

The equations for the regression lines are then found
to l:5e:

W,=-172+b(ll '85- '07A) ..•........... (4)
W,=88+0'14b2 -0'100,4b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (5)

It appears from (4) and (5) that aspect ratio has the
effect of reducing equipped weight by an appreciable
amount. We should like to know bow significant this
effect is, i.e. whether the result could be due to mndom
variations in the designs studied appearing In a mis
leading way as an apparent influence of aspect ratio.
An analysis of variance will establish ,this point. We
prooeed in the usual way and establish the following
table for the case of Equa,tion (4).

Reference to tables of variance ratio show that a
significance tevet of 0·10 is reached. In Qther words,
the chance of this result ari~ing from random effects ,is
about 10 per cent. It is t,herefore a reasonable assump
tion that increase in aspect ra,tio has a systematic effect
.in reduc,ing structme weight.

The 'residual variance .Indicates a standard deviation
,of 67' 5 lb. in any estimate of equipped weight. made
from Equation (4). Note that the formula is ollly valid
over the orange of data analysed. It can be applied with
confidence, therefore, over a span range of 30 to 65 ft.
with the aspect ratio correction factor covering a range
of aspect ratio of 10-20.

Tuming now to Equation (5) where b appears as a
second power, we wish to know whether this gives a
significantly better fit w the data than Equation (4).
Analysis of variance shows a residual variance of 4,140
indicating that Equation (S) does, In lact, give a better
fit with observed results. The variance r.atio of the
previous case compared with ,this is 1'1 (nl =n2=64).
This fails to reaoh a significance revel of O· 20 and

The equations for the determination of k 2 and k 3 are
then given by:

'Zbn W.=k 2L.(b"?+kaL.bn(Ab) , .(2)
'Z(,4b) W. =k2'Ebn(AbHk 3L(Ab)Z , . . . . . . (l)

The solution of fhese equations gives the following
values for k 2 and k a:
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SOARING CD

fflE: f"LlGHr-PATH OF T-Nl! ALBATROSS WINO-SPEFt> RISING FROM(J) TO~

(REPRODUCED WITH SLIGHT MODIFlCIITIONS FROi'1 THe 8001< 8'1' PIIOF. IPRRC)

faulty observation or which cannot be explained in
terms of facts now familar to us. The kind of soaring
which draws, or tries to draw, energ)' from the
atmosphere ,in the way explained above is called
dynamic soaring.

SOURCES OF ENERGY

MOST .of the known sources of energy in the
. atmosphere have been utilized for soaring
flight. There are slope-liit, thermal-lift originating
from the heating of the ground, front· lift caused by
the advance of colder air, cloud-lift which dra,ws
its energy fmm the latent heat of condensation, and
wa...e-lift found down-wind of obstmctions. In all
tl1ese cases there is a vertical component in the
motion of the air, and the flying technique of trying
to stay within the range of the vertical flow is called
static soaring.

Further sources of energy in moving air were
detected very early, and their use for soaring flight
has been eagerly discussed by well-known scientists.
The first one of these possibilities is gust energy
which is caused by turbulence set up by the friction
6f air particles against one another, and which is
superimposed on the kinetic energy of a mass of air
flowing at a mean velocity. The second source arises
when horizontal layers of air on top of one another
move at different velocities. This may either be
caused by friction against the grouHd which tends
to slow down the layer in contact with it, or by
friction between a moving and a stationary layer,
as in the case of ilwersions.

DYNAMIC SOARING AN,D BIRDS
"Ve shall first consider the type of dynanlic

soaring which is already employed by birds and which
may be possible for us as well. The French professor
P. Idrac undertook a longer voyage in the Southern
Pacific in order to ohserve the albatross, and in his
book on experimental investigations into soaring
flight he describes the soaring of this bird beautifully
and with surprising accuracy and a good sense of
flying technique. .

Exhaustive mathematical research has established
beyond any doubt that soari,ng flight on the wind
gradient is possible according to our knowledge in
mechanics. 'Ve can therefore assume that the
albatross and other sea-birds actually draw the
energy to soar from the relative velocity between
two layers of air, and not from any other mysterious
and unknown sOUl'ce.

Now, the albatross soars in the following way:
First it flies very close to the water, almost touching
the surface and possibly keeping in the depression

WIND GRADIENT ENERGY between two waves. Then the bird goes into a steep
Quite frequently it has been observed with turn and as soon as it faces upwind it climbs almost

certainty that big sea birds, especially the albatross, in a straight line up to 30 or even 50 feet. After
use the wind gradient close to the water surface to this the albatross turns to the right or left in an
soar for several days without flapping their wings. equally steep turn and glides down-wind or cross
This proves that the energy in the wind gradient wind back to the water surface from where the same
is sufficient at least for large sea birds to soar. thing begins all over again and is J'epeated for hours
Soaring flights in inversions or bird flights where or days on end. And all this is dOne without any
heigbt was maintained or gained on horizontal gusts flapping of the wings.
have not yet beef' observed. Scientists, who believe 'Without mathematical detail this is what happens:
to have made such observations and ha{j them The increase of the wind speed is approximately
published, have either laboured under an error or proportional to the 6th mot of the height. \Vhen the
used inadequate equipment. In any case, them is bird passes from lower to higher layers with a small
no such publication known which is not based 011 excess of speed, it continually gains kinetic energy

et 'Sailplane.' February, 1945-' Deep Water Birds and Gust SoariJ'g,' by Captain L. C. Dugdale;
and Septembel', 194'5-' Soaring Birds,' by j. H. Starer



Originally a glider,
the' Fouga C.M.
8-2R Llltin' has
heen turned into a
ground attack fighter
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two jet-propulsion
units a1td sixteen
rockets, fitted in
fours 0/1 either side
of the jet units.

(Photo takell at Paris
Show by 'Alata ')
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relative to the air by which it is surmunded at any
given moment. This kinetic energy is used for
further cl,imbing until a height is reached where the
gain of energy is just sufficient to maintain level
flight. At this moment the turn is flown.

Gliding down-wind the bird again gains energy by
the increase of its relative velocity towards the lower
and slower layers,. and this energy is now used for
the turn into wind and the initial climb. Since the
wind gradient is greatest close to the surface, the
bird tries to go down as low as possible.

According to ldrac's observations the possibility
of dynamic soaring arises for the albatross with a
mean wind speed of 15 m.p:h. at 35 feet. In this
wind the bird will have to exploit every opportunity.
In a stronger wind where the gradient is also greater
the bird can afford to let a chance slip without
running the risk of ' going to the bottom.' In these
conditions there is no need to gain energy by
gliding down-wind, it is suffident to descend {;fOSS

wind so that turns of only 90 degrees are necessary.
The flight path may take any of the forms sl10wn
in the dra·wing.

HOW WE CAN SOAR THIS WAY
We beg.in too wonder whether this kind of soaring

is possible for us. The answer is yes. For this
purpose we require a small, easily manageable and
aerobatic sailplane with a good glidi.ng angle and a
high wing loading. In an article in the Annual 1935
of the Lilienthal Soci.ety, Professor Prandtl con
firmed this possibiHty. Applying Proude's Law of
Comparison, he compared the albatross with a sail
plane and arrived at the following characteristics;-

Span. . approx. 35 feet
Wing area 70 sq. ft.
Weight loaded 675 lbs.
Wing loading " 9.<'1 Ibs.fSq. ft.

'With such an air,craft dynamic soaring could be
done in a wind of 35 m.p.h. at 130 feet which would
be the attainable altitude.

No doubt, one day somebody will carry out this
, dice' and thus furnish the experimental proof of

om theory by a short flight. But the value of this
technique is questionable. Even the best pilot would
not stand these highly aCcurate tunis fOl" longer than
an hour, apal"t from the fact that the slightest
mistake will most certainly be dangerous.

It would be a different proposition if dynamic
soaring could be clone in inven;ions. Meteorological
observations of the boundary layers of inversions
have llndoubtedly been made, but unfortunately the
results have not yet been worked out for our purposes,
so that we cannot commit ourselves to say whether
the energy would be sufficient for dynamic soaring.

Often in autumn, early in the morning after a
starlit night we can recognise these boundary layers
by the smoke rising up to 500-700 feet and then
being blown away at a high horizontal speed. indi
<;ating the inversion over a rong (\istance. In view
of this phenomenon we should think the energy is
great enough. Let us hope one of our meteorologists
will find time enough one day to go through all
bal100n observations and piek out the data on wind
gradients and dimensions of layers which are of
interest to us.

A FURTHER I)YNAMIC EFFECT
An example of another way how to extract energy

from the wind gradient is worth mentioning, here in
order to point out a further dynamic effect. 011
speed tests aeroplanes were flown at ful1 throttle at
a constant height of about 300 feet, first exactly
upwiNd and then downwind. It showed that the
readings of the airspeed indicator and revolution
meter were always slightly higher on the upwind
Course than they were on the down-wind flight.
What is the reason for this higher speed performan.ce?

The lift of a wing depends on the strength of the
circulation round it. Now, since the windspeed
increases with the height We get a faster airflow on
the upper side of the wing than underneath, and this
gives us a stronger circulation and therefore more
lift. 'We can now maintain the same height witl~ a
smaller angle of attack and this results in a greater
speed. Please note that the (continued on prge 260)
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SOARING IN
FRANCE

THE BEYNES-THIVERVAL
GLIDING CENTRE

By
GUY BORGE

2iH

D,URING my holidays in August this year I
, visited the Centre of Beynes-Thiverval, near
Paris, for several .easons. I had never soared in the
Paris country (in August the S.A.L.S. organized the
, JOtlrnees. Experimerltal.es de Vcl sans Moteur' in
order to pick the French Team to enter the 1952
Huesca contests in Spain), and I wished to try to
sail the distance Beynes.Biarritz for the Izarra Cup.

Unfortunately the 'Journees Experimentales'
were cancelled, and on no single occasion did a
north-east wind prevail in August, only west or
south-west winds, and the Izarra Cup appeared
in~possible.

Apart fwm these little misfortunes, I had tIle
opportunity to explore the famous Centre of Beynes
which occupies a great place in French Soaring.

Its hist~ry begins in 1932, when the pilots of the
old 'Club Aeronautiq le Univer itaire,' founded in
1929 by Pierre IVIassenet and Raymond Jarlaud,
were seeking in the Paris country some favourable
slopes, the 6111y actual possibilities then known, to

g.et some g{\0d ascending currents.

SHORT GLIDES AND HOPS
They found a field near the Nationa! Agricultural

School at Beynes-Thiverval, 25 miles from Paris,
surrounded by two small slopes. At first activities
had to be confined to short glides and hops for ' A •
and' B' badges. In 193:3 the Club owned a superb
, Avia 20' two-seater (a nacelled primary with two
seats in tandem). and the new ' B' holders were
given some lessons for improving their training.

At the end of 1934, the Club Aeronautique
Univer-itaire, owned an impressive fleet: one' Avia
11,' a ' Sulky' (nacelled primaries), one' Avia 15'
(naceIled primary), two' Avia 32's' in the training
class, the' Avia 20' two-seater and a 20.h.p. motor
glider' Avia 50.'

By 19:37 Beynes became a, Regional Centre for the
Paris area and many pilots took Silver' C ' legs in
the' Avia 40' which was avarIable.

In 1938 Eric Nessler, the famous champion, broke

Top:
Good cumulus (01'

hi g h - PCljoYllw1/ce
sailpla.nes.

Bottom:
The' Emouchet SA
104 ' ready to staJ't.

(Photos by
Guy BOI'gel
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the French distance record from Beynes and too),;
the first French 186 miles leg. In the following year
he accomplished an extraordinary distance of 237
miles and his flight proved how good was the Beynes
situation for long travels.

The Centre was opened in 1940 for a few months,
but very quickly closed at the German invasion.
Five years latel', it started life again as a National
Celltre, receiving numerous ex.German performance
sailplanes, in which 11 distance records were broken
during this year. But the following year was not so
successful, only four distance records being broken.

In 1947 the Beynes pilots began to execute
intensive cloud flying into cumulonimbus and five
altitude legs of the Gold' C' were acquired. The
International Contests were held in 1948 and there
were some remarkable performances-three distance
records being broken.

In 1949 the Centre came under a new form of
organization to become the Saint Cyr-Beynes Inter
Clubs Centl'e and received permission to train from
beginners to performance standard, members of 12
Paris Acro-Clubs. vVeather was perfect, even extra
ordinary, and six new distance records were broken.
Last year was less favourable, three new distance
records; the same number of launches as in 1949
(15;831), but the soaring hours decreased by 700.
This year is marked by very bad weather, and up to
the 20th August only one Gold ' C' distance has
been taken. Organizer of the splendid Regional
Contest was M. Eric Nessler who was t!1e first to
make a Diamond climb at Beynes.

The activities since 1945 are resumed in the following
figures. Relative data for pre-war years is not available.

66,557 135 145 259

Hours Launcbes 'B'

Distance Alt. Gold
Legs Legs Legs 'C'

Silver Silver Gold Gold com~

'c' IC' 'C' 'C' 'C' plete

23 24 9 3 3
40 24 3 1
22 49 18 5 5
12 54 14 9 2 6
23 72 24 16 5 1
25 36 4 I

, KESTREL' IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA

This fact has become a nuisance for instruction since
the slopes, being very low, with some short beats,
were dangerous {or several sailplanes in flight at
the same time. They are no longer used. But the
landing strip remains across the wind with heavy
down-draughts from the slopes during landing
procedure. Therefore Beynes does not appear as an
easy airfield fOr the beginner and the instructors
have a hard job to teach their pupils.

Successive order of machines is similar to that used
in the other Centres, apart from beginners' solos :-

1. 'C.800' two-seater 6. 'Castel 310 '
2. • Nord 1300 Baby' 7, • Nord 2000 '
3. . Grtinau ' (belly hook) 8.' Avia 40 '
4. • Emouchet SA 103 ' 9.' Mu 13 '
5. • Emouchet SA 104 ' 10.' Weihe '

11. 'Air 100 '

ARRANGEMENT AND COST
Each pupil is registered by his own Aero-Club for

flying on a determined day each week. Monthly
subscription consists of 1,200 francs (£1. 4s.). for the
under 21.year-old pupils, and 1,500 francs (£1. 10s.),
{or others. For each additional solo there is a
supplement of 220 francs.

Th.ese subscriptions cover petrol and people
appol11tecl by the Centre, apart from the instructors
directly paid by the S.A.L.S. Sailplanes, aero·tow
planes, winches, trailers, insurances, are also borne
by S.A.L.S. A special bus, ft'ee for the pupils, starts
each morning at 8 a.m. from the Paris Saint.Lazare
station, and travels to Be)mes in about one }:lour.

Great speciality of Beynes appears to be distance
flights. Like the Centre at Pont Saint Vincent,
already described in Sailplane, best winds giving the
longest travels are in the north-east and the south·
west, because they offer strength, instability and
often formation of cloud streets. In north-east
winds the best distances already registered are as
follows :-

291 miles on the 13th May, 1949, by Lepanse in a
• Breguet 900' from Beynes to HOUl-tin. A goal
flight in 7 hours 10 minutes. -

276 miles by the same pilot in the same machine
to Landes de Bussac on the 12th August, 1949, in

3S 13 16as

5,152 15
12,824 31
8,919 13
8,471 2

15,360 30
15,831 H

1945 2,729
1946 2,869
1947 2,627
1948 3,808
1949 4,115
1950 3,434

Total 19,582

The Centre is directed by M. Heron with instructors
Mrs. Choisnet-Gohard, Messrs. Kil'schroth, Nicaise,
Remande. From its previous title of a National
Centre it kept an abundant fleet of about 30 sail·
planes, very rich in pel'formance machines:

Two-seaters.-Three 'C-800', three • Kranichs'
(completely equipped with dual artificial horizons
for blind flying instruction), one • Castel 25,' one
• C.M. 7.'

Training Class.-One • Grtinau 2a,' two' Grunaus
2b,' two' Nord 1300: one' Emouchet SA 103: one
, Emouchet SA 104,' one Castel 310.'

Performance Class.-One 'Meise,' four 'Nord
2000: one' IVIii 13,' onc' Avia 40,' three' 'Neihes,'
two' Air 100.'

In 1932 the Beynes site was chosen because of the
hills facing the frequent south·west wi'nds although
the landing strip was situated across these winds.

Ric New and the . Reslrel.' Modijicatio-ns 10 neck
and jull canopy have vastly i'llproved perjorllla·lIce.
Previously the ' Kestrel' had a poor gliding angle,
no dou.bl due to turbulence oround neck olld cockpit.
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7 hoUl's 27 minutes.
270 mites 011 the 7th J lily, 1946, by Gasnier in a

, \JVeihe' to Saint Bonnet sur Gironde in 7 hours
52 minutes.

263 mites on the 25th July, Hl49, by Nessler and
Bourguet in a ' C.M. 7' two-seater to Barbezieux in
6 hours 30 minutes.

260 mites on the 12th May, 1949, by Ruf in a Nord
2000 ' Olympia' in 6 hours 46 minutes.

Certain flights seem extremely fast; for instance
the flight of Rousselet on the 24th June, 1949, in a
, N6rd 2000' timed 5 hours along 234 mites which
represents an average speed of 47 m.p.h.

1n ;;outh.west winds, distances remain limited
because of landings in Germany. A very repre
sentative day was the 20th July, 1945, when Lepanse
in a ' Spalinger S.18' reached Aix La Chapelle, his
goal, 234 miles from Beynes. Gasnier sailed to Liege
(203 miles), another goal, and MarceIle Choisnet to
Soignies in Belgium (155 miles) breaking the ,inter·
national feminine record of goal distance. Anoth.er
good performance belongs to Vinsonneau when his
'Mu Ia' carried him to Luxembourg to cover 201
miles in 4; hours 50 minutes at an average speed of
43 m.p.h.

In the west wind, mention must be made of the 187
miles covered by Rosset in a' \Veihe ' in the excellent
bme of 3 hours 45 minutes, giving an average speed
of 50 m.p.h.

Eut with north or north-west winds wllkh are never
strong, slowness becomes noticeable. For example,
Pechaud has tmveUed the 195 miles from Beynes to
Vichy in the long time of 8 hours 26 minutes in
a ' Meise,' landing at 7.50 p.m.

THE GOAL WAS LONDON
A very interesting flight in a direction towards

north, on the 20th August, 1950, was made by
Nessler who wanted to cross the Channel and to
reach his goal of London. He reached the sea at
Calais after 146 miles but judged his altitude
insufficient to dsk the passage.

It is perhaps good advice for prospective travellers
towards England that a small placard has beell
painted in the middle of the Channel on the great map
of the Beynes flying control: 'priere de ne pas se
poser ici " or h"anslated: 'please don't land here.'

Since 1946 it has appeared possible to execute
at Beynes some Gold' C ' altitudes inside clouds and
to achieve complete badges on the same airfield,
without for instance going to Saint Auban for that
purpose. But Beynes occupies a bad strategical
position just between the ranges of Le Bourget alld!
Orly airfields, and any soaring inside the clouds is
forbidden by authorities. The sailplane pilots must
then-if they wish to obey to these official rules,
which they don't always respect-eIiter the clouds
very far from Beynes, 25 miles at least.

For duration flights, as already written in the
article, the slopes n:main forbidden and unused;
pilots execute long timed flights only by thermals.
Here are the figures of the Beynes local records :-

22nd Juty, I 949-Miss Delecolle-8 hours '3
minutes in a • Nord 2000.'

On the same day-Menjuc-8 hours 1:3 mi/luteslI1
a'Meise.'

GLIDING REORGANISED IN
ARGENTINE

Research Institute Founded

IN March, 1951, 100 Argel1tine glider pilots met at
Rumipal (Province of Cordoba), representing 30

Clubs in all parts of the Republic. Chairman of the
meeting was the Argentine Minister of AViation,
R. Ojeda, the young and dynamic friend of powerless
flight. Among the people present were the famous
experts Profes;;or 'Nalter Gemgii, Dr. Reimar HGrten,
and fwm the Italian side Plinio Rovesti and Adriano
Mantelli.

Members of the conference suggested to Minister
Ojeda the reorganization of gliding in the Argentine
and the formation of a national institute for research
in soaring flight. The foundation stone has already
been laid at the spurs of the hills of Cordoba, near
the Rio Terceiro.

WELL-KNOWN OFFICIALS
vVell-knoWJ.l meteorologist Professol- WaIter Georgii

is in charge of the institute, and the Argentine and
South American gliding champion, Jose Ortner, who
is also the President of the leading Club of the
country, is the Vice-Pl-esident.

The department of experimental construction will
be under Dr. Reimar Horten who is known fOr his
designs of tail-less gliders. Commandant Mahtelli
will be the test-pilot of the institute and also take
charge of the department 'powered sailplanes.'
The instructors' pallel will be Ileaded by the well
known Italian flying instructor Claudio Dori.

THE SUNBEAM
Reimar Horten built a two-seatel', the HO-XV

, Glen Antu' (Sunbeam) which has been tested at
(Continued (m page 262)

4th Attgust, 1949-Mattern-S hours 28 minutes in
a' \\'eihe.'

19th June, 1951-Braul1swick-S. hours 41 minutes
in an ' Air 100.'

N\llnerOUs foreign pilots know Beynes and have
flown in its sailplanes, coming from Austria, Belgium,
Canada, Cuba, Denmark, Egypt, England, Finland,
Germany, Nethel'lands, Norway, South Africa,
Sweden and Switzerland. Several amongst them tool,
some badges and legs. For instance, James (E'lgland)
attained 10.900 feet in a' Nord 2000 ' ; Staff (Sweden}
recording the excellent speed of 43 m.p.h. in an
, Air 100' to his goal of Metz (Ul3 miles); Rene
Comte (Switzerland} with 197 miles in the salne' Air
100'; Schachenmal10 (Switzerland}, 191 miles in a
, vVeihe ); Godinat (Switzerland), 222 miles in an
• Air 100' ; and Mamer (Switzerland), 189 miles in a
, vVeihe.'

But besides performan.ces or rec01:ds anothe,
interest arises from stays at Beynes, prOXimity of
Versailles and Paris which preSeJ1t to their visitors
many attractive sides, which are far from negligible.

2.53
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THE PRINCIPLE
OF

THERMALS
By H. WERMOUTH JENSEN

SINCE the principle of thennals was made @ut,
. conditions have not changed essentially, and

the drawings which are being applied to illustrate
course and appearance are on the whole similar to
those applied in the thirties.

Experience has gradually proved that the whole
thing is much more complicated than generally
presumed. Among other things the Vlorld Champion
ships gave evidence that it is not indifferent to which
side you curve in the thermals.

It has been known for a long time that the up
CUrfents rotated, and many people have seen how
mtating pillars can rise in the air on a hot day.
In their most violent fonn the rotating winds appear
as water-spouts, but in this case it is no longer dust
that makes the winds visible but on the contrary
vapour which is being condellsed on account of the
'suppressure arising in the middle of the pillar in
cOllsequence of the centrifugal poweL

In order to understand why the winds are rotating
an example may be taken from the water. By making
an experiment in a tank with an outlet in the middle,
it will be seen that a funnel-shaped ho1l0w is formed
on the surface, and if there are any uncleallnesses
in the water, it can be seen that the rotations go
faster and faster the more they approach the centre
of the outlet. The rotation is due to the fact that
water particles moving towards the outlet will
always get an impulse to one or the other side and
thus not move directly towardS the centre of the
outlet. The consequence is that according to the
act of inertia the water particles will try to pass the
centre, but are being turned off along a spiral Hne
gradually towards the centre.

As S0011 as the rotation starts the subsequent
water wHl be turned off by the already rotating
water, and by degrees all the water which moves
towards the outlet will st-art rotating. \rVhen the
water moves towards the outlet while rotating, the
speed will increase to the effect that the rate is
inversely proportional to the distance frOm the
centre, Le. that the tangential speed half-way is
twice as big as in the periphery, with due regard to
friction, etc.

The radiation which comes from the sun is
extremely short-waved and penetrates the air without
losing any power worth mentioning, i.e. that it
hardly heats tll.e aiL When, however, it hits the
earth, it will be braked and tIle brake involves that
the earth is getting warmer. Now the earth will
send out long-waved heat-waves which can partly
be braked by the air, and tlus is now getting warm,
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warmest immediately above the surfaoe. An example
taken from the offprint of H. Hemiksen from the
periodical" Elementa " on gliders and their sources
of energy in the atmosphere, is described as being
pretty representative of a warm summer day.

I'he grolUld is 50.4°, the air ill. the altitude of
29 cm. 32.2°, of 54 cm. 30.0 0 and of 300 cm. 28.9°.
These figures prove that the air at the ground has
the very best conditions for being able to ascend
as the difference of temperature between 29 and 54
corresponds to 900 0 per 100 m. and between .54 and
300 cm. 45° per 100 m. The dmp in temperature in
a mass of air which ascends in the atmosphere without
meddling in the surrounding air is 10 per 100 metres
as long as the air is dry. But why does the air not
ascend immediately? This is no doubt due to the
fact that the cOlnparatively small masses of air
which ,incessantly try to free themselves will very
quickly meddle in and emit their heat to the
immediate:ry surrounding and above ail- simultane
ously with the fact that a certain force of appendage
must exist between the air and the earth.

Celsius °
Now we have a very heavily wanned mass of air

lying along the surface of the earth, let us call it
'pancake-thermals,' and reverting to the example
concerning water, we think of a plane level above
our heads under which water is drifting quite slowly
but not so much as to make it drip or run from the
level. Now we are increasing the admission of water
until it drips, and it then appears that-even if the
layer of water actually has the same depth under the
whole level-drops wiII not be falling from the Whole
level at the same time although so much water is
gathered that it must begin to fall.

The water wiII gather in dmps, and then the
surrounding water will make for the drops making
them so big that they fall. If there are any
unev,enesses on the level, the drops will gather round
these and be released trom there. .

We just turn this pictme upside down replacing
the level above us by the earth beneath .us and the
water with the' pancake-thermals.' Presume that
the heating of the sun makes the pancake so strong
and thick as to force the air to leave the earth, the
air like the water will then gather in a drop taking
the pancake along from a ceL-tain area. In this \vay
a horizontal current will be created along the earth.
An uneveness on the earth similar to that under the
ceiling will act like a releasing factor. This may be
buildings, trees or the like. Now we have a rising
mass of ail- with a horizontally moving part of the
earth and then turn to the law of Corioli saying that
a mass of air which is moving will try to reach the
point of the earth which has a similar speed in
proportion to axis. The earth turns from the west
towards the east, and the air particle which lies at
the equator moves with the speed of the surface of
the earth at this place while the air partiele wh.ich
lies at the poles goes once around itself in one day
and night. Between the poles and the equator there
is a difference between the peripheral speed of the
surface at each metre. The difference is greater at
the poles and smaller at the equator.

1£ a powel- starts a mass of air from the equator
towards the north pole, on its way it passes areas
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which have smaller speeds than its original speed,
but as the air particle endeavours to keep its speed,
it will-with the speed it possesses horn the equator
-run faster than the latitude which it crosses, i.e.
in proportion to the surface of the earth this is a
turning towards the east. The mass of air coming
from the north pole towards the south will not be
able to move with the increasing peripheral speed
01 the surface of the earth and so will oe turned to
the west.

In all cases we have a power which turns the wind
to the right when we stand with our backs to the
wind, we will then let the 'pancake.thermals'
release, and whell ascending it will create a horizontal
current at the surface of the earth. This horizontal
current is subj,ect to the law of Corioli to the effect
that it will not move towards the centre of the
ascending current, but will try to keep to the right
of this. Now we turn our first experiment regarding
formation of whirls in the water upside down and
get the same result with the whirl, this time in the
air. In case of calm weather, the pancake will soon
be spent, but as it is seldom completely calm, the
rotating pillar will move together with the surnDund·
ing air and thllS take the pancake along as it proceecls.
This is only an example. Of course there are
innumerable variants as well as quite different
systems of thermals, bl~t this is, probably the most
common one.

Im

The above is, however, if anything only a preface
to the actual matter of question. Now we are going
to use the rotation. A glider flying 60 h.-m. per h.
is able to fly a closed circle in 1;5 seconds-according
to experience. In this time it flies 2.50 m. which,
means a diameter of about 80 m., blilt as the diameter
of the curve is depending on the speed in proportion
to the earth, it will be able to fly its circles with a
diameter of about 66 m. if the pillar of up-currents
rotates with a speed of 10 km. per h. and if it flies
towards the direction of rotation and with a rotating
speed of about 20 km. in about 5:3 m. If on the other
hand the glider flies in the direction of rotation the
corresponding figures at 20 and 10 km./h. will be
9:3 and 106 m. in diameter.

From the above it will be seen t11at the circle
diameter at the rotation of 20 km.lh. will be about
half as much when flying towards the rotation as
when flying with it. Every glider knO'ws what it
means to be able to fly in small circles, especially in
a low height where the thennals are nanQw.
Fm'thermore, the textbook says that the tangential
speed in the whirlcase is inversely proportional to
the distance f[(Dm the axis to the effect that in fact
there exists a possibility of diminishing one's cm-ve
diameter further oeyond the above mentioned figures.
This applies to low height. When ascending, the
whiFlcase-probably on account of the inner friction
-will take the shape .of a fiirm body where the speed
is directly proportional to the distance from the axis.

How fast do the lip-currents rotate? There is a
great difference as to this, but of course it is de~nding
on the strength of the up-currents, i,e. when much
air is ascending much air is. needed from the side,
and this means again nigh horizontal speed at the
earth with a consequent high rotating speed. One
thing is at any rate a matter of fact: the inner
up-currents rUIl faster than in the outer parts 110t
only as to revolutions per minute but also tangentially
per m./sec.

Why does it ascend faster in the Rliddle? Here
we must again apply to the 'pancake-thermals.'
In the above example we learlQed that the air at the
earth is much warmer than that lying a little higher.
Imagine that the pancake moves pretty umchanged
towards the centre of the up-currents, it will be seen
that the lower and waFmer part will reach quite up
to the kernel before it ascends. So the kernel will
consist of the air which has been lying nearest to
the earth, and it will also .ascend with the highest
speed as it is warmest and will not have to overcome
the friction against the stationary air; it only has

(850°- 100 w,)
oqoo -100"1

31"
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By J, H. C. BENNETT

CROSS-COUNTRY

CHRISTCHURCH THE GOAL
But there wa.'i no time to dally now-Christchurch

was my goal and it was almost half-way through the

IT was all thanks to the' blowout' of the rear
wheel of my motor-bike that I achieved my

, Silver C' height and distance! This may sound far
fetched, but I was stranded at Lasham and that is
how I was available to make use of the right day.

1.'he next morning, August 15th, 1951 my tyre
arnved back, but as it was such a promising looking
morning I hopefully D.L'd the blue' Grunau.' Then
luck was on my side. An' Auster' arrived, and
John Free went over and organised a ' bucl<shee '
aero-tow for me. At aoout 1.20 p.m. after Tony
Deane Drummond had been aeTO-towed in the
• Olympia' and set off to Dunstable, I was airborne.
It was very rough, with plenty of thermal activity
-I used both hands on the stick on that tow!
Thinking of • Silver C' height I decided to release
as early as possible.

At 1,600 ft. I was getting-lifted well above the tug
ajrcraft, so I released and very soon centred myself
in a thermal of 4 ft./sec. up.

FIRSTMY

BRAVED • HIDDEN HORRORS'
This slowly increased and very soon I realised that

cloud base was getting close. I then decided that I
m.ust brave the hidden horrors of the cloud if I was
to achieve' Silver C 'height. I then remembered all
the terrifying articles I had read about cloud flying,
but I managed to control these thoughts as I switched
on the electric turn and bank indicator.

The gyroscope started to whine and I concentrated
on my instruments to get the' feel' before the cloud
swal10wed me. The mists slowly reached down to
me and drew me into theil white mantle. This wa.'i
an exciting moment as the earth suddenly receded
from my view. The lift increased to 10 ft./sec. but
there was. no turbulence and I maintained a steady
cllde. I had entered cloud a.t 4,600 ft. and now I
was topping 5,000 ft. J felt I had had a big enough
mbble at my first cloud so I straightened up on my
compass course 01 2400 and very soon came out into
bril1iant sunshine. What a wonderful moment I
This was a moment of achievement for me; I had
traversed my first cloud and come out straight and
level.

I had quite expected to have made my exit from
the cloud in a high speed spiral dive. It was grand
now to look round and see the fields and houses wel1
below and be up among the clouds-the yellow
cornfields of Hampshire made a pleasant patchwork
with the green fields below.

the friction against an air which is already a.5Cending
a little.

How great is the up-current? It can almost be
said that the size is depending not so much on the
heating as on the earth it comes from. The rule
must be that a level terrain involves great and rare
up-current. If you imagine an infinitely large and
level field, firstly no release will take place before
the heat has become so strong as to make the
release occur thermally, secondly the pancake will
have free access to the up-current and support it for
some length of time.

If we consider the opposite, e.g. a town, it will be
seen that above this and in spite of the higher
temperature in the streets than in the fields, there
exists no regular Up-CulTent until towards evening;
this is due to the fact that the pancake cannot float
to the up-currents which start because the rows of
houses impede free access, and when the up-currents
have used the warm air that lay at the starting
place, they will stlll be so small that they will quickly
meddle in the above air. The fact that towards
evening up-currents come fro111 towns, woods, etc. is
due to the following: The part of the atmosphere
in which the lip-currents have been working through
out the whole day has gradually changed the
gradient of temperature from the original average of
0.75 0 per 100 m. to 10 per 100 111. simultaneously
with the fact that at sunset these areas do not lose
the warmth in direct radiation to the space as
quickly as the level field.

The deflecting effect which is due to the power of
Corioli. is rather weak, and only in case no other
factors assert themselves the up-currents will rotate
to the left. But the releasing terrain hindrances may
very well have such a shape and site as to give an
impulse to a right rotation, and when the rotation
is started it will build up itself and continue indiffer
ently of the side (as long as a horizontal access is
taking pla=).

Vole are therefore permitted to presume that the
majority of the up-currents turn to the left, and so
there is a reason for starting the thermals-flying in
right curves.

It is, however, not so easy to ascertain whether
you are flying with or towards the direction of
rotation when once curving in the up-currents.
Probably a stop-watch cannot be used to find out
whether you ,fly with or towards the rotation, but
it can no doubt be a.'icertained if the heeling angle
is being examined at a certain speed and time of
rotation in calm air. This heeling angle can now be
measured as a thin line 011 the windscreen.

If you are now flying about iFI the up-current
keeping the predetermined speed, time of rotations
should be approxim.ately constant, but if the line
at the windscreen shows smaller incline than under
the attempt in calm air, you are flying the I'ight
way, namely towards the direction of rotation.

An experiment might be to fix a G-meter to the
instrument board and examine the deflections of the
G-meter under certain speeds and times of curving
in calm air. If you fly towards the direction of
rotation in an up-current, the G-meter will show less
deflection than if you are flying in the other direction.

Amen. Halleluja.
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afternoon. I pressed on at 50 m.p.h. and flew into
three more clouds up to 5,000 ft. Them I saw that
I had passed Southampton 'Water on my left and
was just wming over the 31 mile limit. It felt fine
to be crossing the' Silver C' distance line with so
much height in hand.

Tuming my thoughts to 'Silver C' height it
occurred to me that perhaps I had not quite got it
f.in the bag.' Fl'Om my release height of about
1,600 ft., ii>JJOO ft. gave only a very small margin
so I determined to hang on .longer next time.

INCIDENT WITH AIRLINER
I was now flying in a clear gap in the sky. Then

I noticed a ' Dove ., airliner coming almost directly
towards me. He passed aoout :3-00 ft. below and to
my left. I stared down at him and waggled my
wings but he just cruised by .indifferently as thDugh
he would not accept my presence, particularly as I
was aoove him.

In front I now saw an active looking well developed
cloud street. There was plenty of lift under it and
once more I circled upwards' at 5 ft./sec. increasing
to 1-0 ft./sec. Cloud base remained at 4,600 ft. all
tIle time.

20 FT./SEC. LIFT
This €loud was very active~inside the variometer

registered to the top of the tl1be~at least 20 ft./sec.
lift. There was some turbulence and things began
to go wrong. The speed stali:ed to build up rapidly.
I attempted to straighten up arid rectify the air
speed and I pulled back 0111 the stick At 60 m.p.h.
I continued to climb at 20 ft./sec.~I must have
pulled on the throttle by mistake !

My one idea now was to get out of this cloud, but
it was equally dark on all sides whichever way I
tried to turn. I now noticed that, as well as having
quite a high airspeed, the turn needle and ball were
both hard over to the right. I applied opposite
controls and generally did my best to rectify matters
but nothing happened to ease the situation. I was
getting a little worried~what a big cloud and there
was no w03Y out, except through the bottom perhaps!
I mllst be cayorting along the length of the cl~ud

street I thought. Then the earth appeared under my
right ear and I quickly sorted myself out. It must
have been a high speed spiral dive. At any rate I
was· relieved at haying topped 5,400 ft. and clinched
my , Silver C' height, that is if the barograph had
worked, and it had.

MADE FOR HURN
I got on to my course and relaxed again. I passed

above Stoney CI'OSS airfield and now decicled to make
for Hurn airport. Originally in this light N.E. wind
I had decIded to make :for Christchurch but now I
found I was rather to the north. Besides I was
tired and my one idea was to make a respectable
landing on a decent airfield. I made a wide circuit
of Hum airport at 2,000 ft. and studied the layout.
Luckily I took notice of the wind sock which showed
a southerly wind~I put this down to the' sea breeze'
effect.

At 4 p.m. I landed by the control tewer on the
g,rass, having covered 47 miles. There were four fire

High Performance

Two-Seater MU-I3 E
, Bergfalke '

Mu-I3 E ' Bel'gfalke'

DESIGNER of the two-seater hainer and high
performance sailplane l\'lti-13 E 'Bergfalke'

was Egon Scheibe, Munich, who made use Of the
experience gained from the designs of the ' Milaa'
and ' lI'1ii-l:~ D.' Professor Krauss, Augsburn, took
an essential part in the stress calculations.

The prototype was built by the gliding club at
Jenbach/Tyrol under the supervision of Dr. Kon
schegg, who also piloted the sailplane on its maiden
flight. A winch·launch was used at Innsbruck on
August 5th, and favourable impressions regarding
handling properties as well as performance were
created.

Simple to handle, the aircraft )'etains the viceless
stall of its predecessors. The aileron drag of tbe

(Continued on page 260)

wagons at the l'eady if I needed them!
However I soon learnt that thev were not for me

and I felt verv small when soon aherwal'ds the new
, Valiant' bo~ber came roaring in along the main
runway.
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South
Australians

Jubilee
Soaring

Contests

By
BRIAN P. CREER

This Report of the Contests held at Waikerie over Eastel' only arrived at • Sailplane' office a few
days ago !u~vi?lg been in the post for nearly e-ight months! In order that this activity of our antipodean

friends shall not go unrecorded, Brian CreM"s report is published but largely condensed.

1951 being Australia's Jubilee year, Easter holiday
, week·end saw the S.A. Gliding Association's

Jubilee soaring contest. The place was easily
decided upon-Waikerie.

The Association invited all states to take part,
but, unfortunately, distance prevented tills, but we
did have a representative from New South Wa'les
and several hom Victoria.

Various difficulties prevented the Victorian Motor
less Flight Gwup from taking part but, a group of
their members and a privately-owned machin.e
represented them.

The' H-17,' although owned by the Waikerie
Club was -loaned to Alan Ash of the Hinkler Club,
Sydney, Nance Iggulden of the V.M.F.G. and myself

for use in the contests. AircraIt were in two perform.
ance classes.

Class I consisted of the tW0 • Orympias,' the ' Blue
Gull' and the' Kite [I,' whilst Class II included the
two' Grunau's,' the' KestFel ' and the' H·17.'

PRA-CTICE DAY
Friday was a practice day and all launching was

by winch. Total time for the day was Ill.ore than
34! hours for the eight aircraft and between them
they had climbed 44,500 ft.

Saturd<J,y was one of those days when the thermals
were good if you could work your way above about
2,500 ft. Some pilots were unlucky and just couldn't
make that vital thousand feet above launching height.

Top: J oh .. Wotherspoo,,'s
Bt"e Eo" 'Olympia'
I Colomblt.~ 11' 7,-,'aits ill
thc' /i~I'; for lake-off
lime ill the COlltf)~ts at

H'aikcric.
Left: jonds Par~}gjus
(in cap at /lost), git,~S

A/an Ddaine tl la~l

minute briefing as he
prepares to ta.ke-off 1:"
~he A ddaidc Soarillg
Club's lll1te I Gult I.'
l\'olc r.:d(signcd nOSe llItd

caHopy.
1'/rcsc photos by nriall
Crur. are part of his
mOVIe,' covalige of the
mee! that he filmed. The~e

sUt1 prillls ar~ from.
movie sltot:. ta.ken at '16
frames p.er scc. at F.8 or

F,II-F.16.
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•
Aircraft.

, Blue Olympia'
• Yenow Olympia •
I Blue Gull I I

I Grunau Baby JIb •
I Golden Grunau

Daby llb'
'Kile 11'
'Kestrel'

I Hutter H-17'

Club.

Private
\\'alkcrie G.C.
Adelaide S.t.

\\'aikc.rie G.C.
Adelaide S.c.

\\"aikerie G.C.
Private

"'aikerie G.C.

Pilols.

J. \\1othcr8-poon , I Jock' Barrdt
L. Brown. R. S. Rowe
J. Pyragius. C. Tolhll~t, A.

Delainc
H. G. DOllaldsoll. C. Heidrick
1. \Vyall, P. Killmier, D. Creer.

C. 8dlWarl7.roppr
C. Buckley. E. Diccmanis
W. P. 199ulden, J. Iggulden

\\'. A. Iggulden
A. Ash (1'.S.W.), Nallce 199ul

den (Vie.). B. Crccr (8..'1..)

crews bringing in the' Blue Olympia' and the' Kite
II ' and still there was no news from Les Brown.

Then it spread around the camp like tire. Les had
reached Oyen in Victoria, 140 miles away after a
4 hour 30 minute flight during which time 'he gained
an altitude of 9,600 ft.

That was the flight needed to cap off a wonderful
week-end and everyone was pleased to see such a
flight go to such a popular guy as Les.

The contest was over and everyone had had a
swelI time.
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None the less jolm Wotherspoon kept the
f Olympia' in the air for 4 hours 20 mins. and
managed 5,000 ft., Ted Deicmanis soared the' Kite'
to the same height for 2 hours 38 mins. Alan
Delaine bettered this height by 200 ft. for 2 hours
32 mins. in the' Blue Gull' and I managed to tag
him for 2 hours 10 mins. during which time I just
topped 5,700 ft.

Wotherspoon also held the ' Olympia' up for 57
mins. later in the day. The f H-17 ' was out @f luck
and could just scrape over the minimum time to
record 11 mins.

This was the first really good get-together of
Aushalian gliding types from three states and we
made the most of it. Vlfe in Australia are greatly
handicapped when it comes to meeting fellow glidel
pilots because of the great distances separating each
state band. But we are a close-knit bunch for all that.

SUNDAY WAS A BAD DAY
Sunday was a bad day from the start to the

finish as far as thermals were concerned and it
looked as if we had said goodQye to the good
weather. Les Brown in the' Yellow Olympia' put
up the best time of the day with 1 hour 35 mins.
to 5,500 ft.

All the other machines tried but could only obtain
15 and 19 minute fumbles.

I had my first and, as yet, only flight in the.
• H-17' and rather enjoyed the stiff high speed
feeling of the little machine. However a poor launch
to only 450 ft. gave me little chance to see what
the tiny ship would do and although I struck a
beauty at about 200 ft. I gave it away. Had I been
in the ' Gnmau' I may have tried, but not in a
strange kite.

Sun.day night we held a competitors' meeting and
decided that as Sunday's weather had been such a
flop and Friday's so good we would count points ior
all flights over ten minutes made on Friday.

Monday came and although the competitions were
stilI in fulI swing due to Sunda.y's bad weather the
two 'Grunaus' and the 'H·l7' were not flown.
This was because we Adelaide blokes wanted to get
the ' Golden Grunau ' packed up early in the after
noon after packing up camp in the morning. vVe did,
however, fly the' Gull.'

Les Brown in the' Yellow Witch Olympia' had
disappeared somewhere just before John Wother
spoon's f Blue Olympia' was whisked off 40 miles
for 2 hours 30 mins. to a height of 7,000 by jock
Barrett.

The night came and we were in various retrieving

PERFORMANCES
Distance: Les Brown, ' YelIow Witch,' 140 miles.
Height: J. Parygius, f Blue Gull,' 6,200 ft. (offtcial);

Les Brown, ' Yellow Witch,' 9,600 ft. (un-official).
Duration: R. Rowe, 'YelIow \Vitch,' 6 hours

14 minutes.
The points wel'e shown in three groups; individual,

ail'craft, and state as follows :-
Individual Points: Les Brown 202, 'jock'

Barrett 103, J. Wotherspoon 100, B. P. Creel' 93,
C. Buckley 81, j. Pyragius 80!, R. S. Rowe 76,
H. G. Doualdson 75, W. P. Iggulden 39, A. Ash 36,
J. Iggulden 28, C. Tolhurst 15!, C. Heidrick 4.

Positions of Aircraft: 'Yellow Witch Olympia'
(W.G.c.) 278, • Blue Olympia' (Private) 1901,
• GulI' (A.S.C.) 162t, 'Kite II' 141!, 'Golden
Grunau ' 93, ' Grunau ' (Waikerie) 79, ' Kestrel' 67,
• H-17' 36.

State and Team Positions: South Australia:
Waikerie Gliding Club-689 points, Adelaide Soaring
Club-255 points=944 points.

Victoria: Victorian Motorless Flight Group
(represented)-67 points.

New South Wales: Hinkler Soaring Club (repre
sented)-36 pOints.

Due to the success of this meeting the Gliding
Federation of Australia is to hold the first Australian
National Gliding Contests this Christmas.

However, because of the distauce problem, these
Nationals will be held on an intra-state basis. Each
state will conduct its own competitions individually.

NEW I SAILPLANE' OFFICES
SAILPLANE' has now moved its Editorial and

Advertising Offices from The Strand to 8, LOWER
BELGRAVE STREET, VICTORIA, S. W.1. (Teleph0ne:
SLO 4823), to which all correspondence should now be
addressed.

THE EDITOR offers his personal apologies to F/L
A. W. Bedford for the misunderstanding which resulted
in his being stated to have joined the De Havilland
Company when in fact he is Test Pilot for the Hawker
Group. Nor did he crash as we reported when he force
landed his undamaged' Olympia' at Woking.

THE ENGAGEMENT is announced between Arthur
Louis Lionel. elder son of the late Mr. A. Alexander, and
of Mrs. Alexander of Baron's Court. Bishop's Avenue,
London, N.2, and Barbara Elizabeth Ramsay, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. E. Ramsay Green, of 3, Crescent
Mansions, Chelsea.

'Lionel,' a member of the Cambridge University
Gliding Club, was awarded the Brunt Trophy in March.
He was also Sailplane's Editor for the later part of last year.
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A refillemetlt of
Ihe Pulse Reactor
S. N. E. C. M. A.
, Escopette' illstalled
in the 'EH/ollclle!'
(French' Grunall
Baby'), which was
lhe first self-collta'illed
propellent i.~ the
world. A tlach.ed to the
glider is a gro~lp of
Ihree Jet tI.nils 0'1

either wing. Photo
lake'n aJ Paris Show

.by 'A latcI •

TWO-SEATER MC.13 E 'BERGFALKE'
(continued from page 257)

• Mu-13 D • has been minimized by several measUles,
and the flights showed that there are no major
modifications necessary with respect to handling
properties, control effects, etc.

C. OF G. AND NOSE HOOK
For winding the aircraft is equipped with a nose

hook as well as a centre-of-gravity hook on one side
of the skid. A fixed wheel has been fitted to the
fuselage in front of the centre of gravity in order to
shorten the take-off run and facilitate retrieving on
the ground. The landing is easy; the glide can be
contlOlled by means of spoilers which are shaped
and arranged like those of the' MU-13 D,' A normal
landing can be carried out on the wheel.

Visibility hom both seats is very good and the
two cockpits are covered by the same hood which
opens sideways. The pilots sit very close to each
other, which makes communication very easy. The
rear seat is almost in the centre of gravity so that
the trim of the aircraft is not affected by the weight
of the second pilot.

Special allowance has been made for easy rigging.
The wings which are attached to the sides of the
fuselage without separate fairings can be put on or
taken off in a few seconds. There are no loose pins.

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
The approved· steel construction has been used for

the fuselage, the main material being standard steel
precision tubing. The rectangular framework changes
into a triangular shape towardS the tail. Three
wooden longerons help to streamline the structure.
The tail-skid is rubber-sprung, and there is a sprung
fairing at the bottom of the fuselage behind the
landing wheel.

\JVings are of the cantilever, single-spar type with
a torsion-nose. The flanges of the I-spars are made
of laminated beach which has a great and uniform
sbength. Simple, wooden spoitel's turn about an
axle in the wing, and steel (Continued on page 263)

DYNAMIC SOARING-(contimted from page 250)

air-speed is meant here, so do not let us get the idea
that an aircraft can develop a higher ground-speed
flying upwind than going down-wind owing to the
dynamic effect.

The second kind of dynamic soaring, the use of
gust energy in straight flight has a parallel in man
powered flight where our present knowledge and the
possibility of its realization are concem.ed. According
to theory, an aircraft travelling at medium speed
.gains mOre kinetic energy from a gust of +2 m./sec.
than it loses on hitting a gust of the same magnitude
but of opposite direction. It is most likely that the
sum of all gusts with respect to direction and
ampliblde equals zero taken over a certain time.

If we therefore assume that on an average there
is the same number of gusts of the same size in one
direction as there is in the opposite direction, we can
conclude that there is certainly a .gain of energy.
It is comparatively easy to calculate what frequency
of a certain amplitude of gust per minute is required
to enable a modern sailplane to soar.

The actual meteorological observations differ
widely. A few meteorologists who are not so well
known recorded gust conditions where a wind of
8 m./sec. mean velocity fluctuated between 4 m./sec.
and 12 m./sec. four times per minute. Professor
Idrac measured considerably smaller fluctuations of
±0.5 m./sec. over water. The actual values which

we are likely to find in most cases will lie between
those figures.

Wbat conditions are required for dynamic
soaring?

Let us take one of our high performance sailplanes
with a sinking speed of 0.6 m./sec., i.e. an aircraft
which loses 36 m. per minute. The corresponding
airspeed is 15 m./sec. The following gain of height
occurs when a gust of +2 m./sec. passes through.
followed by a gust of - 2 m./sec.

The increase of the kinetic energy of the sailplane
l'elative to the air on the setting in of the gust is
to be converted into height as the gust is passing
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through. According to the Principle of Conservation
of Energy the l<inetic energy equals the potential
energy:-

mv'
--- = mgh

2

SLINGSBY SAILPLANES LTD.

6.h 1 = --------

Our gain of height is given by :
(v + 6.V)2 v' Here •

LS the'S[(¥'

2g

== ----- = 2.8 In.

"",' ..L.. ,,' 4i,,;; ~ ",!,..:.It ;,,:lW1 •~ ..L.. vi

...!rJ I -=-~u.J\ .:r-'" J ~u.,.x .".

Britain'.~ finest High Perfomtance Sailpla,ne.

A SLINGSBY PRODUCTION

No finer workrnanship goes into any
Sailplane. British and Best.

TELEPHONE 312

Winner of the 1951 British National
Gliding Championships.

Kit-fty moorside • YOt-kS

20
----- = 3.2 m.

20

20

2g

172 - 152 2R9 - 225

220 - 160

1'ho total gain of height after a complete gust
oscillation is therefore :-

llh 1 - 6h2 = 0.4 m.

In order to make up for the normal sink of the
sailplane 36/0.4 = 90 gusts are required per minute.
The natural frequency is much less, 5 per minute on
an average. This means that 2 meh"es are gained
per minute with 5 gusts of ±2 m./sec., compared
with the normal sink of 36 metres. This difference
is beyond the accuracy of our variometers. The
energy is also insufficient for a bird to soar. Although
the limits are higher with abnormally strong gusts,
it will not be enough.

Many inventors are trying to find means to make
better use of gusts, e.g. increasing the angle of attack
or changing the camber of the section on the setting
in of the gust. Vile can make the following comment
on this :-

The best sink of a sailplane is found with a lift
coeffcient c~ = 1 (approx.). The sinking speed is
practically constant for values of C~ = 1 ± 5%.
The setting in of a horizontal gust of 2 m./sec.
causes a decrease of the angle of attack and thus a
drop of the lift coefficient by 2%. The effect of the
rise in speed is what matters; it causes the gain of
energy in spite of the smaller lift coefficient, but
always within the range of the CL for the best sink.
Why then increase the angle of attack which, in any
case, spoils the sinking speed and thus the effect of
the gust?

The answer is to freeze the stick in gusty con
ditions, not only for roasons of handling, but also
for reasons of performance, as can be shown. This
will result in the relatively greatest improvement
of performance. Dynamic soaring in straight Right,
by letting the atmosphere do all the work. will
remain a dream.

Translation from' Thermik,' ]a-n./Feb., 1951.
By G. S. NEUMANK.

Hence the loss of height 011 passing through of
the negative gust of -2 m./sec. is :-

v' (v - 6v)2
6.h• =
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.GUDING IN ARGENTIN~-C(flltilllWdfrom page 253.

rvlerlo since J line, 1949 and is supposed to be converted
into a powered sailplane later on. Some of its data
are :-Span 18 m., gliding angle 1 in 28.5 at 75 lon./h.
(= 47 Ili.p,h.), weight loaded 475 kg.

Adriano Mantelli designed several ultra·ligl1t air·
craft. For experimental purposes he built a powered
sailplane, the' A.M.-Il,' details of which appeared
in the June issue). Mantelli advocates the intro·
duction of a new type of training based on the
powered two-sea.tersailplane with side-by-side sea.ting.

GREAT SIGNIFICANCE
The formation of this research institute is of the

greatest significance not only for the Argentine, but

SAILPLANE

also for the wodd gliding movement, as with this
step tlw Argentine seizes an important position in
the international gliding wodd. The progmnlllie of
studies includes the development of new high.
performance sailplanes, research on new landing and
training methods, and meteoroh,gical observations of
the lee.waves set up by tIle Andes.

The first lepercussion of the developlnent of
glid,iog in the Argentine on world gliding wa5 the
offer to organize the International Contest, 1952,
which waS received by the F.A.I. along with the
applications by England, France, the United States,
and Spain. The Argentine was even prepared to
meet all expenses of the visiting teams.

Condensed from' AERo '

'HortenlXV'

SLINGSBY SAILPLANES LTD. . KIRBYMOORSIDE - YORK
SALES DATA Ex- Cmted

Item Cubic Works jor
No. Description Crate illeasuremellt Total Weight Capacity Cost Export

I. ' Cadet' (Full Kit Form) 19' 6" X 2' 3!" x 'I' I" 5 cwts. 90 [hs. 49.1 £246 £262
2. ' Cadet' (Completely made) 19' 5" X 3' 8" x 4' IDJ" 11 cwts. I lb. ::115.885 £392 £437
3. ' Tutor' (Full Kit Form) 21' U" x 2' 3t" x I' I" 1I cwts. 90 Ibs. 55.5 £291 [307
4. ' Tutor' (Complete) 22' ," X B' 8" x 4' 1'1" L2 cwts. 281bs. 392.5 £442 £487!
5. Type' 21.B ' (Full Kit) 27' I" x 4' 111 X 10" 11 cwts. 85 lbs. 91.72 [tllB £646
6. Type' 21-B' (Completely made) 27' 4" x 6' 0" X 5' 4" 19 cwts. 47 Ibs. 874.0 £905 £975
7. ' Prefect' (Full Kit) .. 23' 0" X 2' 3-.l" X l' I" 6 cwts. 901bs. .56.0 [389 £408
8. ' Prefect' (Complete) .. 23' ON X 3' 6" X 4' 6" 12 cwts. 28 Ibs. 362.0 [602 £647
9. ' Gull IV' (Completely made) 25' 2" x 4' 8" x 3' 4N 13 cwts. 77 Ibs. 390.4 [1,100 £I,L39

10. . T.:H ' dual, ' Tandem Tutor' 22' 0" X 4' !V X 5' 0" 12 cwts. 34 lbs. 495.0 £50,5 ['154
11. ' T.:31 ' dual, ' Tandem Tutor' 22' O' X 2' 7" X II N 7 cwts. ,,6, [bs. 55.0 £329 £34il

(Full Kit)
12. ' Sky' (Completely made) 30' 2N

X 4' 8" x ::I' 4N £1,100 £1. 149

INSTRUMENTS EXTRA
Pullin Electrical T. 8:. B.
A.S.L by KO.G...
Ex-R.A.F. Altimeter (new)
Cobb-SI'ater Variol1leter

[lB. 10s. Od.
!J. Os. Od.
". Os. Od. (R.A.F. limited supplyl.
7. 13s. 8d.
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Dala :-

PLACING THE SECOND PILOT

TWO.SEATER MV'-13 E
'BERGFALKE'-contd.frompage 260

flown as a two-
seater 2.5 ft./sec.

Best gliding angle 1 in 26

Stalli.ng 5,peed ., :32 Ill. p.h.

Date 'fakcH
7. 9,51
6, 7.51
7. 9.51

19. 8.51
2. 9,51

13. 8,51
5. 9.51

26. 8.31
23. 8.51
29, 8.51

6. 4.51'
15.10.50
23, 6.51

4, 3.51
29. 8.5'1,

3, 9.51
2 951
4.9.51

28. 8,.51
8. 9.51

p. 8.51
I. 6.5\
2, 9.51

16, 9.51
5. 8,51
2, 9.51

12. 9.51
9, 9,.51
2. 9.51
9. 9.5!

23. 9.51
2. 9,51
9, 9,5'1
9, 9.51
9, 9.51

25. 9,49
29. 8,,;,1
28,. S,SI
2R. 8,51'
29, 8,51
2fl. 8,51
29. :8.51
28. ,8.51
29, 7,51
26. S.SII
24. 0,51
20. S,51
20. 8.51

8. 7.51
3, 6,51

20, 8.51'
:10, 8,51
'14. 7,,51
H.7.51

2. 9.51
9. 8.51

29. 7.51
3. 0.51

21. 8.51
20. 8,51

1. 8.511
18. 7.48
3. 9.5'1

'19. 8.51
115. 7.51
8. 7,51

n.7.51
8. 7,51

22, 7,51
'IS. 7,51
6. 5,51

23. 8,51
20. 8.51
~. 9:51
7. 9.5'1

20. 8.51
2. 9.51
7. 9.51
7. 9.51

10. 8.511

8. 8.51
9. 9.51

-19. 8.51
Z. 9.51
5. 9.5.1

28. 8.51
7, !l.51
9. 9.5.1

10. 9,51

SEPTEMBER, 1t51

.,

ROVAL AERO CLU8 CERTIFICATES
(Issued under dellCltion &y the B.G.A.I

.' CERTIFICATES' A' lU. (13705 tD 13888 inclusive)
, B' 133
'C' '. 33
Silver' C' 5
Gold' C'
, B' C;t;RTlFICATES

A. T.C. School or Gliding Club.
Eristol G.C.
Surrey G.C.
Bristol a.c.
No. 82 C.S,
No, 130 G,S.
No. 122 G.S.
Home Command
No. 5 C.S...
S.G.U.
No. 24 G.S
No. 168 C.S.
No. 49 ~ ..s
Cranwcll
No. 24 O.S.
R.N.G.S..-\..
R.!\'.n.S.A.
No. 24 G.S.
R'x,G,S.A
R.N,G,S.A,
No. 105 G.S.
:\"0. t22 G.S.
No, 31 G,S.
No. 11(14 G.S.
No. 23 G.8,
No, 183 G,S.
No. 130 G.S.
Bristol G.C.
Halton .-\PP:".
No, 1~6 G,S.
No. 23,G.S.
No, 186 G.8.
No. IZ;t C.S.
No. 105 G,S.
Auerdeen G.C.
Aberdeen G.t..
LondON G ..c.

,Dartmoulh G.t:.
R.N,G.S,A,
R.N.G,S ..-\.
K.N.'"S.A.
R.N.G.8.A.
R.N,G.S,A..
'SQ. 16R Cl.S.
No. 168 G,S.
Ab5deen C.c.
No. 168 G.S.
Dartmoutlt G.S.
Dartmouth G.S.
Xo. 45 G.S.
LDndoll G,c.
Darhlloll1n C-..:'ldd CG.
Xo. l68 G.S.
E,T.P.S,
:'\"0.5 G.B...
r--o. 64 C.S.
Surrey G.e.
No. 4S G.S.
No. 92 O.S.
!\~O. 6'41G.S.
Da.rtmoutb Cadet G.L
Bristol G.C.
Derby & l ..anD'i.
~)idlalld G.C.
No. 168 G.S,
No. 42 G.S.
No. 42 e.s.
No, 42 G,S.
!'oro. 420.8.
No. 42 C.S.
No. 42 G.S.
B.A.F,G. '.
No. 5 G.S...
Dartmouth Cadd G.C.
R..'.G.S,A. ..
Home Command ..
Dat"tmouth Cadet G.C.
No. 125 O.S.
Home Conunul'ld
Home Command
No. 168 O.S.
1'0.89 Cl.S.
Home Command
No. 168 G.S.
No. 146 C.&.
HOllle Command
R.N.O.S.A.
S.G.U.
R.N.G.8.A.
R ..N.G.S.A.

~Valllf

IDonald H. Chappclll
Michael C. Fairmall ..
Dayid J. Dellnis
Alun M. Jolmson
t'1Hldcs J. BeClnland
Wilf""j A, Elders
David N. lones
lan Eassoll
Edwin G. \\'Ukinson
Martin J. ]cvans
Richard \V. Harris
Gonion R. Il..owe
Dcrek 'V. Reypcrt
Derek Kenyon
John H, S. Hall
Johu A. Trevillion
Alan Clayton
Cyril I. Smith
Samuel S. l-;'aulkllcr
1\Torman C. Shippey
Rober\ :M. Musgravc
Jame5 O. SpoU.i~wood
David R~ Hod~n

Anlhony S. Barrnby
Gardon G. Drennall
Jol111 Akin ..
James S. Phillip~

John F. ,Crowe
DOlJglas G. Prescol t
DavilIJ :Mitchcll
fohn Bate
\\'illimu B. t~. Hopkins
Alexander J. Black
Thomas Fra.ser
Grace C. King
Midmel C. Costin
Alau ID. ,Cooper
\\-illiam :1\1. Forb('~

Gcorg-e A. Hall
FlettT S. ]aekson ..
Roger H. :\1. R-Bullbllry
Richard :l\l'. S. D. HutchillSOIl
David G. S. \\"aterstone
RobL'rt J. CaldL'r
(Charles Davidson
Paul G. Gooding
RQberl C. :\1. H(jbuav
Geoffrey L. Sllaw 
Desmond SHun
ROllaJd f. Ar'boll
:\lichaell·C. Fo'\:,
Peter J. Leveridgc
\Vilfred H. Sear
loseph HOS.':;.HCk

Da"ill C. Hough
John S. Swanson
Rov Tweats
Nicholca \\'alkcr
Ralph H. Robins
John M. T. Hiltoll
Peter D. ~mith
Stanky H. C,1I"
Carl AgOStilli .-.
Cli~'e E. EltOll
Pder J. \Valke,r
Jobn l. Langford
George A. Brict'
Mil;hael J. ErcH
Roland C. SUI1UllCrS

l\Iichad J. ~'leEwan

Alfred E. Sadler
Jam~ M. ~\'Iorrey

Brian F. King
Frands P. D. :\IiHer .
Reginal(l·P. D. &1.nd~

John H. C"mp
l\lalmlm J. l\'Ioore
Roberl T. Coker
A1bert J. <V!erri II
Brian R. F. (,)5I11a11
Denis \V. Gibbs
Trevor Pack. ..
John U. Pugh
:Michad F. Smith
Ian M. \Valler
Graham H. BridgeI'
\\'illialll A. S. l\Jurray
lZobL'rl C. Addis
Arthnr F. Brown

No.
4497
6291
6756
9213
9907
9913
9986

10356
[0477
11284
11(23
11697
j 1891
12251
J2H5
12476
12.79
12504
12589
128'18
12901
13905
13124
13170
1322:1

I :~~g~
13437
13446
13456
13521
13610
13617
13693
13695
13706
1:1707
13708
13709
13710
1'3711
13712
13713
13715
13716
13717
1371 R
1[3719
11 372i1l
1'372S

113729
13733

, 13738
: 13739

13740
1137411
13742
13752
13753
13754
13755
13757
13761
13762
13766
13767
13768
13769
13770
13771
13772
13773
13774
13775
13776
13777
13780
13785
13786
13787
13788
[3789
13790
13795
13796
1379,7
13798
13801
13802

4.4 lb./sq. ft.

:3.4 lb. /sq. ft.

51] ft,

:J6 ft.

200 sq. H.

15.9

485 lb.

880 lb.

has been used for the
which gives them greater

VYing area

Span

Length

Aspect ratio

Weight empty

Weight loaded

Wing loading

flown solo

flown as a two-
seater

M.inimum sinking
speed:

flown solo 2.2 ft./sec.

tubing
ailerons
rigidity.

Since the leading edge of the
wings is straight, we obtain a sligllt
negative V-shape on the whole. At
the wing root a steel framework
transmits the forces from the main
spar 26 cm. back to the joint where
they ace taken up by the fuselage.
This arrangement, together with
the negative V,s!lape, makes it
possible to place the second pilot
in the centre of gravity~ wl,wre he
has good visibility favoured by the
mid-wing design. In addition to
the main-spar joint the wings al'e
connected with the fuselage by
means of front spar fittings.

The rear s1 ick of the dual control
system can be taken out. The
elevator and ailerons are moved 'by
push.roels, the rudder by cables.
Both rudder ancl e!evat€>r are
balanced. The fin is firmly attached
to the fuselage and can be built of
either wood or steel.
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FOR SALIi:
ONE BEAVERETTE, armour already cut down to suit. Unused since

delivery from Rice. Tyres perfect.
ONE WILD KITE WINCH. Unused and as dcliveretl f!'Om Rice. Not

modified and wire cable still to position.
Apply-Secretary. FurnessGliding Club, 12, Rusla.11l1 Avenue. Barrow-in-Furne88,

353 J. J. Parker
354 W. H. Sear "
355 D. J. Edwards
356 J. r. Brenuan
357 S. D. Ryall

• 8'

THE LONDON GLIDING CLUB
3~: ~:~: LTD.
15. ti.51
22. ~.5J Dunstablc Downs, Beds.
~: ~:~: Tel.: Dllnstable 410.

I;: ~:~: Flying Membership:
f~: ~:~: Entrance Fee £5. 5s. Od.
19. ~.51 Annual Sub. £6. 6s. Od.
19. 8.51 (01' 11{6 monthly)
9. 9.51

26. 8.51 Non-Flying Membership:
26. 8.51 'I
10. a.51 Entrance Fee Nil
:~: ~:~: Annual Sub. £2. 28, Od.

:~: ::~: Resident instructor, two resident
23. 9.51 engineers. dormy houses, licensed
I~: ~:~: bar. full catering at week.ends.
i~: ~:~ Flying instruction every day except
18. 7.51 Tuesdays.
iG: ~:~:. Twelve club aircraft.
t ~:~: Link Trainer Instruction Available.
I. 7.50
8. 7.51

28. 3.51

THE MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
LIMITED

THE DERBYSHIRE AND
LANCASHIRE GLIDING CLUB

The Long Mynd, Church Stretton.
Shropshire. Telephone: Llnley 206.

New members welcome, Ab·
initio training by two·seaters.
Slope. thermal and wave soarillg.
Resident engineer. Dormitory.
Catering at week·ends.

Secretary: F. G. Batty, F.C.A..
2, Lombard Street West, West
Bromwich. Staff~.

THE YORKSHIRE GLIDING
CLUB,

SUTTON BAN~, YORKSHIRE.

Flying facilities are offered to
all Private Owners. Soaring and
Power Pilots,

For full particula'fs apply to:
L. A. ALDERSON... I.yndhurst."
Sinnington. York. Hon. Secretary.
Yorkshire Gliding Club.

27. 8.51
29. 8.51
27. 8.51

6. 8.51
16. 6.51

l)al~ ta/~tm

I. 7.51
9. 9.51
7. 9.51
7. 9.51
7. 9.51
9. 9.51
2. 9.51
7. 9.51

16. 8.51
10. 9.51
19. 8.51
5. 9.51

10. 9.51
13. 5.51
10.9.51
10. 9.51
29. 7.51
25. 8.51
30. 6.51
24. 5.51
2r: ~:U1----------------
15. 8.51
6. 9.51
I. 7.51

19. 8.51
15. 8.50
I~: ~:~: Camphill, Great Hucklow,
~~: g:~: . Derby8hire,
17. 8.51 2 seater ab initio training a
f;: ~:~: speciality.
22. 9.51 Fully licensed Club House.t9. 8.51
J9. 8.51 Resident Steward and Stewarde8S.18. 8.51

1~: ~:~: For further details apply to
1'1. 8.51 the Secretary.
IS. 7.51'
19. 6.511------------
16. 9.51

CERTIFICAT£S (Will.)
/I.T.C. SellOol or Cliding U"b,
R .• ·.G.S.A.
No. 44 G.".
S.G.l:.
8.G.U. ..
HOlJlc Command ..
1'0. 122 G.8.
:-to. 125 G.S.
Home Command
No. 1611 G.R.
R.N.G.S ..-\..
No. 168 G.S.
Bristol G.e.
RS.G.S.A.
B ..-\..F.O.
R.K.G.S.A.
Culhall1 G.t.:.
No. 168 G.s.
S.G.U.
Bristol G.e.
R.N.G.S.A.
Home Corumund
B•.-\..F.O.
No. 64 G.S.
HOlUe Commauo
B.A.F.O.
No. 168 G.S.
B ..-\..F.O.
No. 168 G.8.
S.G.U.
!\fO . S2 G.8.
No. 123 G.S.
?\~o. lfi..~ G.b.
Cambridge Ulli". G.e.
No. 1GB G-.S.
R.E.G.C...
No. 168 ·G.S.
'0. 188 G.S.

No. 168 G.S.
No. 42 G.S.
No. 168 G.S.
NO. 166 O.S.
R..-\..F. Colle{;e
No. 168 G.8.
Cral1'\~'ell

• C' CERTIFICATES
Home Couunaml
No. 44 G.S.
Home Command
:\'0.64 C.S.
1'0. 125 G.S.
A.T.e. Camphill
Cral1well
No. 23 G.S.
No. 106 G.8.
No. 64 C.o.
No. 23 G.S.
Nu. 64 O.S.
B.A.F.O.
No. 125 G.S.
No. ,125 <';.8.
<"'ranwell
R.XG.8.A.
R.A.,E. Tech.
No. 22 G.S.
Cranwcll
R.K.G.S..-\ .
No. 104 G..".
B ..\.F.O...
London G.e.
J .ondol1 G.c.
",:r.r.s.
r.-o. 64 G.S.
B.A.F.O. .
R. ..N.G.8.A.
8.A.1'.0.
B.A.1'.O.
B.A.F.O.
B ......F.O.

'SILVER • C'
Crauwdl
E.l.P.S.
L:ranwell
B.A.F.O.
No. 62 Group R.A.F.

;\"nmc

John S. Kjl1~ ..
Robert I,. MeRae
John A. F,.(l\\'arrl~

John Sullivan ..
James E. Thomsdt
Arlhllr T. E. \Vithers
Albert 'Bafnhur8l
Keuneth Parker
..:\driall \Vright
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Soaring * Want to Fly Cheaply?
Then you should investigate U.L.A.A.

One of the few magazines in
the world devoted exclusively
to motorless flight.

Send 10/- for three sample
copies and the booklet-

Soaring in America
Increase your knowledge of
soanng. You are invited to
send £1 for membership in the
Soaring Society of America,
whIch includes a year's
subscription to Soaring.

SOARING SOCIETY OF AMERICA, INC.,

3778. Marion-Ave.• Memphis, Tenn., U.S.A.

~roup-operated hQm.e 01' factory built \llba light
aizc;raft ofl'er the ..ery cheapest form or nOIl
subsidised privale Qyillg. Thi. i. whal U.L.A.A.
i. sponsoring. .0 why not find out m.ore about
thi. ra.pidly expanding pationaJ organisation 1

FuJi <Ula,is on ..queSl /'0"': HON. SECRIETARY.

IULTRA LIGHT AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION
ROVAL AE. CtUB AYrATlON CENTRE

LONDONDERRV HOUSE, PARK LANE, W.1

THE.

HAWKRIDGE AIRCRAFT CO. LTD.
(or

• Crash repairs and C. of A. overhauls 10
Light Air-craft, Gliders and Sailplane•.

• Modifications and exp~l"lmental work.
• US,!d Gliders and Sailplanes.
• Reconditioned and spedal components.
• Plans Service and! Constructional Kit•.
• Trailers.

Write:

HAWKRIDGE AIRCRAFT COMPANY LTD.
K~IGHTON WAY LANE, NEW DENHAM

Hr. UXBRIDGE. MIDDX.

THE WORLD'S LEADING INTERNATIONAL SOARING
JOURNAL FOR 2I YEARS

READ IN 53 COUNTRIES

" SAILPLANE & GLIDER" has been the
leading journal in lhe. world for those inter
ested in gliding and soaring and ultra light
aircraft, for the past twenty-one years.

In our pages you will find news of new
research into Glider design and development
fro:n almost every country in the world to
gether with such achievements in Gliding and
Soaring which are of International interest.

If you are not a regular subscriber then till
in the form below and send it together with
your cheqlle (25/6). If you AR'E a regular
subscriber, why (lot make a present of a
year's subscription 10 a friend? By so doing
you will not only be helping us to remain the
vehicle for news of thjs grand Sport, but also
be assisting in its development.

8. LOWER. BElGRAVE STREET.
VICTORIA. S. W.1

SW 182~

THE ONLY BRITISH JOURNAL CATERING
EXCLUS1VELY FOR THE INTERESTS OF
GLIDING AND ULTRA LIGHT AIRCRAFT

ENTHUSIASTS

SUBSCRIPTION FORM
To ROLLS HOUSE PUBLISHING CO. LTD..•
Bl'lEAMS BUILDINGS, FETTER LANE, EC.4

Please enter my subscription for I2 months. Remittance for
2516 herewith. (I2/9for 6 months}, (6/6for 3 months).

NAME

ADDRESS

.cheques, PlO'•• etc.• payable ·10 FoIls House.



Do you know your \

Recognise Ihisairfield? ifs .\'0. /6 in this
series oJ jJuz?;[e photographs. You'll find

the ansu'er be/otl" 011 the ri,ght *
Fly to anyone of the twenty.five Brit.ish Aerodromes where
Shell and BP Aviation Service operates - you ca·n be 8Ul'e of
a friendly welcome f"om the Cl'ews of the familiar Aircra.ft
Servicing Vehicles. Whether your l1i,rcraft has a cocktail
bm' a,boa-l'll or simply 11 thermos fltowed under the pilot's seat
yeu will always get the same quirk. ca.reflll attention from
the..'le C1'ews - alwa.ys on duty ever.\' day throughout the year.

Shell and BP Aviation Service
Sh.el.l-Me.T and B.P. Ltd., Shell-Mex House" Strand, W.O.2.

Distributor., in the U.K. for the

Shell and Anglo-ll'{lnl:ao11 Oil Groups.

"

J1 _


